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Abstract
This master thesis focuses on presenting a method for representing risks related to thermal
stability and safety of a product during transport along a logistics trade lane. The method
aims in developing a risk exposure method for pharmaceutical logistics trade lanes using both
qualitative and quantitative input sources. The research is conducted in collaboration with
Validaide B.V., an organization that provides supplier qualification and route optimization
solutions to pharmaceutical manufacturers and freight forwarders.
This study aims in developing a risk score model for global pharmaceutical logistics, where
the pharmaceutical shipper has the chance to investigate the trade off between different trade
lane options and choose the most suitable one for his or her needs. The risk exposure method
follows a two staged approach; determining risk scores based on of qualitative and data driven
methods. The qualitative method begins by identifying important risk factors that influence
the safety of the shipment. Followed by identification of risk failure modes. The identified
failure modes are mapped to respective risk factors, which serve as a guide to experts who
provide the default failure mode effect analysis (FMEA) scores of occurrence, severity and
detectability. The risk factors are later quantified based on the FMEA method using inputs
from supplier qualification questionnaire, logistics performance indexes and climate data to
generate country specific FMEA scores. The final risk exposure indexes are determined from
the country specific FMEA scores. The data driven method determines risk scores based
on pattern recognition of sensor data. Classification models have performed well for pattern
recognition and in this case we use it for multi class classification to identify pattern in
sensor data. The patterns identified corresponds to events along the pharmaceutical logistics
process. Classification algorithms such as k-NN, bagged & boosted trees are used to identify
events such as a unit load device(ULD) build up, ULD upload into the aircraft, ULD released
to broker in the destination and ULD stored in temperature control along a pharmaceutical
logistics trade lane. The performance of each of these models are evaluated based on macro
and micro averaging measures. Finally the best model is chosen based on ranking the macroaveraging scores of the model to be used to identify events along a case study route. The
accuracy of identification of events from the boosted trees model was 77%. The risk exposure
methods developed thus gives managers or the user the option to determine the weightage of
the two risk scores in order to represent the final risk score for the trade lane. In this way,
the risks can be viewed from a quality standards perspective to a more specific event based
risks, providing the user a decision making opportunity.
Finally, the developed risk model was evaluated and tested on a case study for trade lane
carrying pharmaceutical products. The integrity and the ease of application of the model was
validated by experts in the pharmaceutical industry.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background

Global supply chains are formed by multitude of companies acting as a part of a long
and complex logistics system (Vilko & Hallikas, 2012). Over the years, with globalization
of businesses and logistics operations, outsourcing of supply chain activities have increased
as it allows organizations to strategically use third party sources and improve their supply
chain performance. However the threats associated due to this activity have also increased
drastically in terms of product safety, operational and also financial burdens. The disruptions
along such a process is often complex. This complexity of logistics operations is more severe
in case of pharmaceutical shipments and the associated risks are also extreme as it is difficult
to maintain the thermal stability of the product.
Pharmaceutical global logistics outsourcing has become a viable option and business strategy
that enables firms to transfer non-core activities to external partners so that they can restructure their distribution networks, leverage resources and focus on issues important for their
competitive strength (Enyinda et al., 2009). However, risks associated with pharmaceutical
shipping are always very dangerous as it deals with lives of people and are often worth millions of dollars. Shipping of pharmaceutical products mostly include long-complex routes
and require temperature controlled environments to maintain the product within a desired
temperature range and avoid excursions. Temperature monitoring is always a challenge for
pharmaceutical shippers and service providers due to inherent logistics risks such as custom
delays, packaging breakdowns, incorrect storage conditions and packaging materials used.
Hence, to encounter such risks and maintain the thermal integrity and stability of the drugs,
pharmaceutical shippers and logistics service providers have been following risk management
strategies and comply with GDP principles to meet high quality medical standards. However, the risk identification and assessment strategies followed in the pharmaceutical logistics
industry is not always put into use for mitigation of risks. The risks identified are usually
from subjective sources as the risk are often identified in the view of suppliers and third party
service providers. Although they are subjective, it is not always used to determine risk scores
or generate mitigation strategies.
Nevertheless, in this current era of modern technology, with pharmaceutical shipments
monitored daily on every route, risk assessment process can be improved using real data
Development of a risk exposure method for global pharmaceutical logistics
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and help pharmaceutical shippers improve their supply chain performance and chose optimal
routes for their products.

1.2

Problem statement

Pharmaceutical supply chains are responsible for carrying out activities that make sure
the medicine reaches the customer in the right time and of right quantity and specifically of
right quality or in other words meet the regulatory heath care standards. Any risks along the
pharmaceutical supply chain has a direct impact on the patient’s life, be it medicine reaching
the customer late or medicines not of right quality, making it unfit for use. Pharmaceutical
shippers such as Pfizer, Merck, Bayer and many more are keen are reducing the cold supply
chain risks by pressing their freight forwarders to improve their supply chain performance to
maintain the thermal integrity of the product and timeliness of the shipment. Pharmaceutical
shippers want their freight forwarders to follow strict risk assessment procedures along the
shipment process to make sure the shipments reach in right time and of right quality which
is fit for use. On the other hand, pharmaceutical freight forwarders have been following risk
management process as per the quality risk management process (ICHQ9) and the ISO standards (ISO 14791). However, the risk assessment is not always complete due to the complexity
in the pharmaceutical supply chain.
Figure 1.1 shows the complexity of the air cargo supply chain and stakeholders of the
pharmaceutical air cargo supply chain. The pharmaceutical supply chain consists of various suppliers who carry out subsidiary activities to make sure the pharmaceutical shipment
reaches the end customers. The suppliers here consists of ground handling agents, airport authorities, air carriers, etc. It is often the scenario in the now followed risk assessment methods
the suppliers are under control of the freight forwarders or the pharmaceutical shippers and
quality audits of their handling processes, standards and their capabilities are carried out at
individual levels. This structure of the supply chain, makes the information sharing difficult.
Lack of a standard risk assessment procedure resulted in an incomplete risk assessment process. Hence, making the information gathered from the stakeholders of the pharmaceutical
supply chain less useful for identifying risks along the supply chain and assessing risks along
the trade routes.

Figure 1.1: The pharmaceutical air cargo supply chain and its stakeholders
The risk assessment procedure in the pharmaceutical industry often doesn’t consider all
2
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aspects that cause pharmaceutical supply chain risks and the collected information such as
suppliers quality audits, thermal sensor data and capabilities are not put into use for risk assessment. Hence, there is a need for a more dynamic risk exposure index which incorporates
both quality standards and actual data that represents risk along the trade route.
In this study, research is conducted along with Validaide B.V., an organization which
provides a platform for pharmaceutical supply chain supplier qualification and route optimization to help pharmaceutical shippers and logistics service providers, to develop a risk
exposure index that incorporates reliable information that has an impact on the thermal
stability of the pharmaceutical shipment. They work in close collaboration with Panalpina,
a Swiss based provider of forwarding and logistics services. The research is carried out by
understanding the process carried out by Panalpina for risk assessment and drawbacks in
their current process to determine the objective of the problem.

1.3

Research questions

As stated in the previous section, it is worthwhile to investigate how we can incorporate
both qualitative and quantitative inputs for the risk exposure index. Hence, we aim to identify
them by answering the below defined research questions through this study.
Q0 : How to develop a risk exposure model that considers both risk associated
with supplier quality and process related risks?
The main research question is composed of several sub questions which aim at addressing
how to approach in developing and implementing a risk assessment model.
Problem and solution definition
Q1 : Which scientific risk model and risk weight-age methods from the literature
are applicable for risk assessment of pharmaceutical logistics?
Design and development
Q2 : How can the supplier qualification questionnaire and temperature sensor
data be used in the risk assessment of the pharmaceutical trade lane?
Implementation:
Q3 : How can the design be implemented in practice in a pharmaceutical trade
lane, specifically for a high risk trade lane?
Evaluation:
Q4 : Does the risk exposure model consider all associated risks along the trade
lane and meet the regulatory standards and industry standards ?
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1.4

Scope and approach of the project

The risk exposure index is developed only for airport to airport transport and does not
include other modes of transportation. The risk exposure method is currently based on the
2 - 8 C ◦ temperature category shipment.
The project is carried out by answering the research questions indicated in the previous
section. The main research question is about how to develop a risk exposure model that
considers information from the supplier questionnaires and the sensor data. We use a two
staged approach to develop the method by employing qualitative risk assessment using the
FMEA methodology for the inputs from the supplier questionnaire and logistics performance
index(LPI) and a data driven method using the sensor data source. Figure 1.2 shows the
approach followed in developing the risk exposure method. The risk score model developed
on the supplier questionnaire and LPI begins by identifying risk factors in the pharmaceutical cold supply chain from scientific literature and industry specific standards. The FMEA
method is used to develop the risk exposure method for the risk factors using the supplier
questionnaire, LPI and the AHP risk weightage criteria to weigh the risks against each other
to determine the final risk score. On the other hand for the data driven method the as-is process of the freight forwarder is used. We try to see if data mining can be used for developing
a risk exposure method. From the understanding of the activities along the logistics trade
lane, we begin by developing a classification models to classify events along a logistics trade
lane. The developed model was used to identify events on a new trade lane to determine the
expected risk value at each of the events. Finally, an expected risk score is derived from the
events of the new trade lane. The risk exposure method developed will have two scores as a
final outcome, the user has the option to tune the weights to determine the overall expected
risk score of the trade lane or use it individually.

Figure 1.2: Overview of the approach followed to determine a risk exposure methodology.
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1.5

Thesis outline

This report will provide a complete overview on how a risk exposure method for global
pharmaceutical logistics can be developed and the process is followed by answering a set
of research questions. Chapter 2 briefly describes about the company and the current asis process of risk assessment by the freight forwarder and followed by the literature research
carried out on risk assessment of logistics and how data mining concepts are used to identifying
risks in logistics processes. Subsequently in chapter 3, the qualitative risk exposure method
based on supplier qualification questionnaire and other qualitative inputs is explained in
detail. Chapter 4 provides an explanation of data driven risk exposure model and the steps
taken to attain the final risk score. Chapter 5 presents a case study and how the developed
model can be implement on a logistics trade lane. Finally, chapter 6 describes the conclusions
and future recommendations to improve the method for developing the risk exposure index.
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Chapter 2

Background information
2.1

Company description

Validaide B.V. is an organization that provides supplier qualification and route optimization solutions to pharmaceutical manufacturers and freight forwarders. They aim in providing
a reliable data sharing and risk mitigation advisory platform for various stakeholders involved
in the pharmaceutical logistics process. Validaide is building this online platform for supplier
qualification and route management for global pharmaceutical companies. Through the platform they aim to provide a consolidated view on pharmaceutical suppliers who comply with
GDP guidelines. The other important element that will be included in the online platform
is supply chain mapping and risk assessment along the supply chain. The platform acts an
interface between suppliers and customers and allow powerful data sharing among each other.
The figure below shows the examples of stakeholders involved with Validaide.

Figure 2.1: Different stakeholders associated with Validaide B.V.
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2.2

As-is process of the cold supply chain

Panalpina, the freight forwarder for pharmaceutical shippers like Pfizer, Bayer, etc. work
in close collaboration with Luxembourg airport and cargo handling agents. They are working on improving their cold supply chain performance, however their risk assessment method
doesn’t have a formal procedure or a methodology for their pharmaceutical shipments. Validaide is working with them to incorporate changes in their cold supply chain risk assessment
procedure. The freight forwarder carries out their risk assessments in terms of quality audits
and questionnaires sent to all the stakeholders of the supply chain. The risk assessment of
the freight forwarder is divided in two types:
• Assessment of Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) followed in their own locations
and SOP for other Good Distribution Practice (GDP) certified locations.
• Lane characterization of a shipment, by sending out a questionnaire to all the stakeholders involved to know their capabilities in terms of process steps followed, equipment
used, training, etc.
Lane characterization is a method of documentation of quality risk management at Panalpina
and its suppliers, this document consists of questions that corresponds to assessing their facilities, personnel. The lane risk characterization carried out by freight forwarder is in the
form of an excel based questionnaire circulated among the stakeholders involved in the supply chain. The lane characterization collects valuable information of their quality in handling
process, training of the personnel, equipments used, etc. of the other stakeholders of the cold
supply chain. However, the gathered information is not put into effective use for developing
a risk exposure method. The lane characterization is specifically done for temperature controlled air freight for every leg of the concerned lane. The lane characterization questionnaire
is circulated among suppliers for collecting information covering all aspects that pertain to
thermal risks along the lane. The outcome of the lane characterization relates to various
risk factors is only documented as a part of the quality risk management guidelines, but not
effectively used to generate risk scores along the lane. Apart, the freight forwarder also uses
temperature data loggers to monitor all their shipments to know the quality and thermal
stability of the shipment along the trade route and this data collected from all the shipments
are not incorporated for generating the risk score model. Hence, to deliver an effective and
user friendly risk model Validaide B.V. wants to develop a risk assessment model that consider both qualitative inputs from online supplier assessment questionnaires and quantitative
inputs such as sensor data, weather data, etc. to generate a risk exposure method for logistics
trade lanes.
Pharmaceutical logistics shipment process
The pharmaceutical logistics process of the freight forwarder is a sequential process. The
process begins by transferring the pharmaceutical shipment from the truck to the temperature controlled storeroom. The shipment process begins by segregating the pharmaceutical
shipments into temperature specific clusters and storing them in their corresponding temperature controlled storage areas. The next step or also consider as a process step in the
pharmaceutical shipment process is the preparation of the unit load device (ULD), which is
a pallet or sometimes a container used to load the freight on wide-body aircraft and in a
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specific narrow-body aircraft. The main purpose of the ULD is that it allows a large quantity
of cargo to be bundled into a single unit. The ULD build up in airport is mostly carried out in
temperature controlled environments, however there are chances, due to lack of storage space
they are carried in ambient temperature regions. During the process of build-up temperature
data loggers are placed at in the ULD. Usually one in the centre of the ULD. However, in
some cases the data loggers are placed also on the top of the ULD. The figure below show the
process of building an ULD and how a complete ULD ready for uploading in an aircraft looks
like. Once the ULD build up is complete the ULD is stored in temperature controlled regions.

(a) ULD buildup process

(b) ULD ready for upload to the aircraft

Figure 2.2: Preparation of pharmaceutical shipment for upload at Panalpina, Luxembourg
If the pharmaceutical shipment needs active containers (closed temperature controlled containers) then they need to be stored on ramps that have charging points and battery support.
The uploading process of the ULD begins approximately 60 minutes before the aircraft takes
off. The uploading of the ULD is the second process step in the shipment process. The ULD
is moved from the cold rooms by dolly trucks from cold rooms to the aircraft. The figure
below shows the ULD being moved from the cold room to the aircraft. Once, the ULD is
loaded into the aircraft, the ULD is under temperature control within the aircraft. The final
process step is the release of the shipment, where the ULD in the destination is removed
and handed over to the warehouse personnel and stored in the cold rooms of that dedicated
airport.

Figure 2.3: Movement of ULD for uploading to the aircraft at Panalpina, Luxembourg
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2.3
2.3.1

Literature research
Types of risk classification in logistics

In literature there are different viewpoints on risks and their categorization, However, though
represented in different terminology and categories, they all define similar risks in different
contexts. According to Wissem, Ahmed and Habib (2014) risks can be classified based on the
sources of risks as follows.
1. Planning and control risks : These risks mainly occur at the initial stage of a process
or to be specific in the planning stage of any business activity.
2. Supply risk : These risks can be categorized as risks associated with third party
organizations which includes suppliers and transporters. The risks in this case mainly
focuses on quality, quantity and timely delivery compliance.
3. Demand risks :These are risks associated mainly with change in technology and demand fluctuations.
4. Environmental risks : These are risks associated with the release of effluents and
harmful substances to the environment, leading to risks to the surroundings and also
legal issues associated with it.
Risks can also be considered in terms of the logistics partners and their degree in the supply
chain. For instance, risks due to inefficient logistics capabilities from the transporters. Yan
and Xiansheng (2010), depicted similar risks in their research. However, they considered information as an important risk element, which can include technical difficulties in information
transfer. On the other hand, Kengpol, Tuammee and Tuominen (2014) specifically identify
risks based on Failure Mode Effect Analysis(FMEA) methodology for multi-modal transport
and called it as criteria to identify risks, which include:
1. Freight damaged risks : These risks are basically in the form of damage to goods
during transfer, or delivery at warehouse or damaged during delivery to end user.
2. Infrastructure and equipment risks : These risks are associated mainly during and
after transit. Risks are associated with transit routes and material handling equipments.
3. Operational risks : Risks associated mainly with standard documentation, contract
& permit issues and lack of skilled professionals or labourers.
4. Lastly, macro and environment risks : The macro risks are risks due to financial
crisis and competition from other transporters.
Mokhtari, Ren, Roberts and Wang (2012) had a different approach in categorizing risks.
Risk was divided into three levels, with the main risk in the first level and associated risks
in the sub category. For instance, operational risks were divided into two stages or levels.
The first level are risk factors and the second level are categorized into individual sub risks.
However, when focusing on risks associated with pharmaceutical supply chains, Enyinda et
al. (2009) suggests that although outsourcing non-core activities have some advantages, the
associated risks are also higher. Firstly, loss of control over the third party, which directly
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relates to their compliance with pharmaceutical standards. Other risks were problems in
evaluating and monitoring 3PL provider performance. In their study Enyinda et al. (2009)
categorised pharmaceutical outsourcing risks into regulatory risk, business risk, technical risk
and intellectual property risk for his risk assessment.

2.3.2

Risk assessment methodologies

Assessing supply chain vulnerabilities is a must for organizations, which directly translates
to risks, that is needed not only in their own operations but also for other entities directly
or indirectly linked to them. Multi-modal transportation is one such case, with container
transportation increasing over the years and often outsourced by the main organizations.
Vilko and Hallikas (2012) provided an holistic view of risk assessment in multi-modal supply
chains. The research conducted by them extends beyond the internal functions or department.
The study was focused on the risks involved during transport of temperature sensitive goods
between the Gulf of Finland and Finnish mainland. An important element in this research
was conducting interview process at different stages along the back end of the supply chain.
For instance, to determine the factors that influence their supply chain and types of risks in
different stages of the process, an interview was conducted for the companies in the port and
interviewees included port operators, customs, insurance companies and international logistics operators. In parallel a panel discussion from experts was conducted, which comprised of
members from different fields, including logistics researchers and port operation experts. The
panel discussion was conducted to verify and analyse the interview data and to determine the
likelihood and impact of the risks. The researchers had a vital role in guiding the process of
presenting right data. The scale for the risk likelihood and impact of the FMEA is adapted
from the Quality Function Deployment Method (Vilko & Hallikas, 2012). Finally, the risks
were assessed on the financial aspect, which related to costs incurred, damages and risks.
In general, the method adopted was a Delphi method which is based on human intuition
with consequent rounds of discussions from experts and hence risk estimation is often more
qualitative in this approach. Nevertheless, Vilko and Hallikas (2012) backed up their work by
doing Monte Carlo simulation and carried out sensitivity analysis to have consistent results.
An interesting element of this research work was involvement of panel of experts to identify
the risks and effects and to test the framework provided through a simulation.
Moreover, qualitative deterministic risk assessment models are often applied to identify
and classify risks in supply chain which are more internal to an organization. Risks may include communication gaps, lack of expertise in the field, which eventually have a bad influence
to the supply chain. One such application was in the Moroccan public pharmaceutical product
supply chain. Elamrani, Benabbou and Berrado (2016) introduced the Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) approach, a framework to identify, assess and monitor risks that influences an
organizations objective. The ERM approach consists of risk identification techniques which
are often more associated with contact with people, such as interviews, brainstorming, benchmarking, check-lists, scenario analysis, etc. It was interesting to find out that once risks are
identified by interviews and literature, they were assessed based on two parameters; likelihood
of occurrence and its impact. Also, measurement scales were defined to choose the type of
assessment technique. However, the scenario is totally different to that of logistics but they
contribute towards the risks associated to supply chain of the industry. Also, there was no
evaluation conducted to test the performance of this risk assessment approach. Nevertheless,
10
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the framework developed provided an overview of the method adopted and most significantly
highlighted the importance of organizational risks in a supply chain, which was often neglected by other researches and how this research concentrated on this theme alone.
Probabilistic risk assessment have gained attention in the field of logistics. One such work
was done by Lehikoinen, Luoma, Hänninen, Storgård and Kuikka (2012), on risk assessment
for oil transport. The probabilistic risk assessment was in the form of a decision support
tool to provide valuable insights to the organization. The researchers on this work applied
Bayesian Networks (BN) to develop a prototype of a decision support tool. Though the application was developed for the evaluation of environmental risks due to oil transport, the
methodology can be followed in a generic manner as well. Lehikoinen et al. (2012) had a
multidisciplinary approach in comparing the risks in parts of the incident, where few nodes
were created to influence a decision. Also, utility variables which compute the expected utilities of a combination of decision options at an uncertain event, are used to create alternative
states. Random variables such as location, leakage, seasons, oil type, types of collisions that
are weighted averages of expert opinions in this case was also used. This model determines
the expected actions or risks when a particular action takes place in each sub state. The
developed decision support system was tested for risk assessment on 4 parts of the Baltic sea
region, with regular ship traffic and the risks were evaluated based on the Bayesian network
decision and management decisions. Although application of this research is specific in risk
assessment of oil spills in the sea, there are opportunities for the model to be adopted in
different risk assessment scenarios.
Multi-criteria decision making methods are the advanced procedures that assist in evaluating risks in scenarios where there are conflicting objectives. In the field of supply chain
and logistics, it is gaining importance and there are quite a few industry specific applications.
For Instance, Enyinda et al. (2009) developed an AHP model for managing risk in pharmaceutical supply chain outsourcing. In this case the overall goal was to manage the risks in a
pharmaceutical supply chain outsourcing, by defining an unstructured problem. A hierarchy
model is created in this research from top to intermediate levels to lowest level, where the
lowest has the list of alternatives, which are options to solve or manage risk. The second
level mainly consists of the major decision criteria such as technical, operational and other
associated risks. The decision maker has the choice of defining the criteria which are the
associated risks that they feel it will influence the overall risk across the supply chain and
they are used to judge the available policy options. In this study, the criteria (objective) was
the regulatory risks, business risks, technical risks and intellectual property risks. Once, the
hierarchy is constructed based on the managers opinions, a pairwise comparison matrix is
created to compare at each level and the consistency is evaluated at all levels. Finally, based
on the pairwise comparison matrix, the priorities are attained and risks are ranked. In order
to analyse the model, a survey questionnaire method was adopted across the supply chain to
collect the data regarding the associated risks. Later, the pairwise comparison matrix was
circulated among experts to fill the preferences and the responses were compared to the goal
of the model. Finally, the result of the questionnaire was used as the input for AHP. The
model was evaluated by conducting performance sensitivity analysis for risk nodes with the
main goal of reducing or managing supply chain outsourcing risk. The sensitivity analysis
consisted of pairwise comparison of different risks with the possible options to manage risk
such as reducing risk, accepting risk and transferring risks. Enyinda et al. (2009) developed
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the model specifically for pharmaceutics supply chains and the most important element to
highlight is this research was the literature review initially on AHP and later in the description
of the model, with a clear representation of all stages and explicitly explaining the procedure.
Similarly, Wang and Sun (2011) adopted the AHP methodology in assessing risks in choosing suppliers for a vegetable supply chain. The model developed in this research is detailed
as it provides an clear outline on the application of AHP in supplier selection. The paper
introduces the goal and the different hierarchical levels explicitly with detailed explanation in
order to construct the AHP hierarchy. The paper begins with explaining the list of available
suppliers, which are the alternate options or the lowest level in the AHP hierarchy and later
defines the criteria for choosing the alternate options. The criteria in this case are degree of
cooperation from the supplier to the company, the quality of their products, pricing of the
suppliers, the supply capability and the flexibility of delivery. The risk assessment method begins with an AHP hierarchy structure with the goal, rules(criteria) and the alternate supplier
options as different levels respectively. To have inputs for the comparison matrix, experts in
the vegetable supply chain are asked to score the risks and the average weights are derived
for each risk after pairwise comparison. Finally, an AHP software system developed by them
is used to perform the consistency tests. An evaluation was conducted to choose the best
supplier, which was similar to that of Enyinda et al. (2009) where the analysis consisted of
pairwise comparison of different risks with the possible options to choose suppliers and the
total weights were ranked to choose the supplier with the highest weights. Hence, it is clear
from the works of Wang and Sun (2011) and Enyinda et al. (2009) that AHP is an precise
decision making model for estimating or assessing risks weights associated with supplier selection.
Li, Liu, Zhang and Jian (2015) also used an AHP model to assess risk in agricultural supply chain. However, the model is based on a AHP-FCS method, which assists in assessment
of agricultural product supply chain and to identify and evaluate the risk possibilities. It is
interesting how, the research begins with the problem statement and then defines the characteristics of the supply chain. The characteristics of this supply chain depicts the possible
risk areas associated. The empirical analysis, begins with AHP hierarchy model development
and comparison of the judgement matrix and solving it, to obtain the probability and risk
factors. In the next stage, an FCS method is used to evaluate the results of AHP. The evaluation begins with setting evaluation factors, which are nothing but the risk factors as a set
and developing an evaluation set, consisting of different rating of risks and finally a two level
fuzzy relationship matrix to evaluate the outcome. The most impressive part of the work was
highlighting the advantages of using an AHP-FCS model over other models such as reliability,
how combination of two methods is advantageous in using both qualitative and quantitative
analysis. Other advantages include simplicity and practicality. AHP-FCS model can also
be applied in home security systems, property management and similar fields which shows
how practical the method. These advantages depicts the importance of a hybrid model over
others. Nevertheless, the research does not explicitly explain how the risk are evaluated from
the AHP model.
In the recent past, organizations have realized the importance of risk assessment and
are looking for decision support tools to make decision making process simpler. However,
these tools are often a collaboration of two or more methodologies of risk assessment and
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are now classified as hybrid models. Hybrid models have gained recognition in industrial
sectors and also been adapted across various industries in their supply chains. Kengpol et al.
(2014) proposed one such framework for multi-modal transport from Bangkok to Vietnam.
The framework was a new decision support that provided flexibility for Logistic service providers(LSP) to choose various multi-modal routes with multiple criteria in terms of cost, time,
risk and environmental impact. The research begins with the definition of the scope, which
highlights the method adopted by them for risk analysis, quantifying the risks, prioritizing
the risks and finally optimization to obtain the final route for each type of LSP. FMEA methodology is adopted for the risk identification and quantitative risk assessment is conducted
by the risk priority number(RPN) method. Subsequently risk assessment grades are provided
and AHP- data envelopment analysis (AHP-DEA) method is used to evaluate the efficiency of
using multiple inputs and attaining multiple outputs from a single model. The advantage of
having DEA combined with AHP is that we can compare a larger number if decision alternatives ans rank them, as in this study all available routes are assessed for finding an optimal
route. Kengpol et al. (2014) provided an complete overview of conducting risk assessment
using a hybrid model for multi-modal transport using a real example. The decision support
system of Kengpol et al. (2014) begins with scope of minimizing risk and choosing the optimal
route from 11 multi-modal routes. The optimality is based on lowest transportation time,
cost and emissions. Next, the risk analysis is conducted, which includes identification of risks
and prioritizing them using FMEA. Subsequently, quantitative risk assessment is conducted
and ranked based on probability of assessment and severity. An AHP-DEA methodology, was
adopted to determine the relative weight criteria and eventually a pairwise comparison matrix
for the assessment criteria. Although, the method adopted is same as other researches, the
different process in this research was prioritizing of criteria using AHP and finally integrating
the criteria in the objective function of the zero-one goal programming method to find the
optimal route.
Nevertheless, there are other hybrid models adopted to analyse risks. Zhang and Fan
(2009) researched on risks involved in enterprise logistics outsourcing by fuzzy comprehensive
analytic method. The research provides a two level risk factors evaluation framework, with
the main risks in the first level and the associated factors for each risk in second level. Initially, the weights are calculated using AHP. To be specific, Saaty (1987)’s AHP and then the
levels are evaluated by Fuzzy set theory to ascertain the grades of memberships. Finally the
factors are evaluated, which are attained from experts and similarly for the second level. To
test the effectiveness and feasibility of risk evaluation model an numerical study was conducted. Cakir, Tozan and VAYVAY (2009) also mentioned that operations such as logistics and
supplier selection is a complex MCDM process, where decision makers have to make decisions
with conflicting objectives, In this research a fuzzy analytic hierarchy process(FAHP) method
was adopted to analyses risks involved in supplier selection. FAHP is a systematic approach
to provide alternative solutions using concepts of AHP and fuzzy set theory. In short, the decision hierarchy consists of four levels, with the last level describing the alternative solutions,
the intermediate levels are criteria for risk factors and the initial level is the overall goal of
the problem, From the hierarchy, pairwise comparisons are made and the application of fuzzy
logic comes when the average is applied to combine with the fuzzy weights of the decision
makers. The comparison of the weights of each alternative is obtained and the alternative
with the highest priority is chosen as the best solution.
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According to Cakir et al. (2009), the inclusion of fuzzy set in AHP model, ambiguities
of the data can be easily represented and managed to have a more effective decision. One
more interesting hybrid model was introduced by Mokhtari et al. (2012), which was based on
decision support framework for sea ports risk management with the application of fuzzy set
theory and evident based reasoning. The study was conducted as a case study of three Iranian
ports under a fuzzy environment, where the general FAHP model is compared to that of the
risk scores of panel of experts. The panel of experts were asked to use the same grade scale
(linguistic terms) to rate the likelihood and severity of every risk based on their experience
in ports at managerial positions. The developed methodology has an generic methodology
which can be adapted by any port around for risk management. However, to validate the
approach and the model sensitivity analysis was conducted. The sensitivity was measured by
setting axioms and the model was proved efficient based on how the axioms are satisfied. For
instance, one of the axiom was; a small decrease in input data should have decrease in the
output data, in this case reduced risk levels. In this way all the axioms were tested to evaluate
the performance of the model. All in all, there have been various researches on methods for
risk assessment in logistics and the application of a methodology depends on various elements
within the organization and the scenario as well.

2.3.3

Data mining using sensor data in cold chains

Cold chains can be described as a temperature controlled supply chain which consist of all
storage and transport facilities needed to transport a temperature sensitive product from the
manufacturers to the customers. Identification of disruptions has an important role in the
assessment of supply chain and logistics risks. Also, a risk management system is needed to
monitor the process and identify the risks. Neural networks can be adopted in risk assessment
as they have synergies with that of a general risk management system. Xu, Zhang, Gong and
Guan (2014) studied the application of neural network for risk prediction in environmental
sensitive and perishable goods. The study was focused on cold supply chain management,
which refers to production, storage, transportation of temperature sensitive goods. In the
article, they specify that the main objective is to ensure the quality and integrity of these
perishable goods, since if not monitored they will turn out to be the main risk. Xu et al.
(2014) used a standard neural network model for risk prediction. A back propagation (BP)
neural network was adapted, an feed forward network. The information is processed layer
by layer, in forward propagation, with transformed indicators of data as input. The inputs
consisted of temperature range, humidity and interruption time between, in range of values
and the output represented in binary values from the Neural network. Although, the model
provided detail explanation of the process, there is minimal information regarding how the
model is feed with input and other parameters involved in risk prediction and also a simulation was done to evaluate the performance. However, the simulation was done with artificial
data and not real data Xu et al. (2014).
According to Aung and Chang (2014) visibility is an important aspect in supply chain
where temperature control in transportation or storage is needed to keep the quality and
quantity of products in good shape. In the article, Aung and Chang (2014) states that
among all factors that concern with the storage and transport of perishable goods, temperature is the most important. They explicitly mention the need for an smart food cold chain to
manage the need of the customers, cold chain refers to a temperature controlled supply chain.
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The characteristics and the variety of the products play an important role in setting up an
cold chain and how this diversified requirements of temperature control makes the cold chain
complex is explained in detail. Aung and Chang (2014) describes various possible methods
to maintain the desired temperature to protect the product quality. In the research of Aung
and Chang (2014) centroid method, weighed centroid method and clustering method was
considered and evaluated to define optimal temperatures for storing temperature sensitive
products such as fruits and vegetables. Clustering technique is the most interesting of all for
us to know the background of understanding the use of data mining in cold chains. Aung
and Chang (2014) adopts k- means clustering to cluster products that can be stored in a
defined temperature range based on the distance between the object and the cluster mean.
The objects were clustered together based on numerically similarity to be stored together
either during transport or storage to maintain the thermal stability of the products together.
K-means clustering was carried out by varying the K and the adding additional criteria such
as product value, shelf life, etc. during clustering to determine a final target temperature. To
conclude, Aung and Chang (2014) uses the clustering technique to determine a classification
of clusters of different ranges with certain criteria to be met for transport of temperature
sensitive products.
Similarly Ting, Tse, Ho, Chung and Pang (2014) also shows the application of data mining
for maintaining a sustainable supply chain. In the study Ting et al. (2014) provides a decision
support framework for a sustainable food supply chain based on association rules. The aim of
the work is to employ data mining to ensure safe transport of food in a complex distribution
network, so that there is effective supply chain risk management. The association mining
method begins by identifying associations between the logistics order flow and other characteristics such as mode of transport, product and delivery method type and next through
association mining interesting or important rules are aggregated and adopted on a case study
route. The case study was done in collaboration with a vineyard and wine producer. In this
case the vineyard uses RFID to identify and monitor shipments during the transit and in
storage locations. According to Ting et al. (2014) the there are certain quality issues with the
vineyard where, the wine products are incorrectly transported in wrong temperature range
making the wine mature earlier and reducing the taste of the product. The decision support
system is implemented on this case to improve the quality of cold supply chains. Through
the rule based data mining application in the decision support system, the need for manual
intervention to check the quality of the wine was eliminated. Ting et al. (2014)’s work shows
how association rule mining can be implemented to improve the thermal stability of food
products during transport and eventually reduce risk along the cold chain.
Xiang, Zhao and Ma (2009) carried out a research on risk assessment for multi-modal
container transport specifically using BP Neural Network. According to Xiang et al. (2009),
although there are existing methods for risk assessment such as Delhi method, AHP, Fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation method, etc., only BP Neural network has a capability to simulate every breakpoint limited function due to its ability of selfstudying Xiang et al. (2009).
Most important of all is to establish a reasonable index system that suits the characteristics
of evaluation objects. The model had training sample data, which included 13 multi-modal
transport risk experts for evaluation and assessment. The input to the neural network was
23 risks identified in the risk evaluation index system and categorised as: environment risk,
operational risk, market risk, technical risk, management risk and cooperation risks. The
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important element of this study is the inclusion of real life data from panel of experts to train
the model. The inter-modal risk evaluation index system of Xiang et al. (2009), included all
the categories of the risks mentioned in the previous section. Also, to validate the model,
simulations were conducted which had very close results to that of expert opinions.
Shang, Dunson and Song (2017) determine risk in air cargo transport using a Bayesian
non parametric (BNP) model. In their approach they term risk in terms of deviation of
time between the actual arrival time and planned arrival time, and call it as transport risk.
In order to develop the model, they consider data of full cargo trips including connected
flights from the U.S. data of transportation. The study begins with a clear background of
the air cargo shipment process, highlighting their motivation of the research. Through the
understanding of the background they present the questions usually faced by forwarders in
air cargo shipment, which they want to solve. The questions raised concerns to improving
supply chain reliability and predicting risks, which is their research objective. The model
begins by describing the demand variables determined by the shippers demand, which is the
input to their model. The demand variables include; route, month, cargo weight, no. of legs,
planned duration, deviation of the travel time, etc. Next, they choose a model that fits the
distribution of transport risks conditional on the demand variables. In their research they
use direct modelling of the unknown conditional distribution of transport risks which is given
by all predictors in a sample space. They assume the transport risk arises from a convolution
based on a parametric kernel which is consisting of mean and standard deviations of the
predictors and a mixed distribution allowing to vary the predictors flexibly. They use Markov
chain Monte Carlo sampling to run the latent variable and model parameters. In order to
determine a specific set of predictors for their model they use cross validation and use the
best set with highest predictive performance. The results include the observed 50 kernels
and their corresponding level parameters. The outcome of the mixture model will be useful
to predict conditional probably density function of transport risks to shippers based on the
decision variables.
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2.3.4

Summary of the literature research

The literature research helped in gaining knowledge on different view points of classifying risks in logistics. From risks classified based of logistic capabilities of suppliers to using
the FMEA approach in identifying the risks. However, there was very less focus on lower
level risks that were identified in pharmaceutical supply chains. For instance, Enyinda et
al. (2009) discuses about only high level risks such as regulatory risk, technical risk, etc. In
the literature review, different risk assessment methodologies were discussed, The risk assessment methods ranged from qualitative to quantitative methods. One of the highlight was
adapting techniques such as interviews, brainstorming, etc for identifying risks in Elamrani
et al. (2016). The qualitative approach by Vilko and Hallikas (2012) used interviews as an
option for determining risk factors and led us to choose interview as an option to identify risk
factors for the FMEA process in this research. The multi criteria decision making method
of AHP has been largely used in assessing risks in the literature review. The approach of
Enyinda et al. (2009) was followed in this research to determine risk weights of the risk assessment process. It is evident in from the literature review, the application of sensors and
RFID’s have increased in pharmaceutical and perishable supply chains or to be more specific,
in cold supply chains. Shang et al. (2017) determined transport risks in air cargo supply
chain using big data, but the research was more associated to determining risks based on
Bayesian Non Parametric model. However, the use of sensors was limited only to identifying an optimal temperature storage location within the warehouses and to monitor shipments
during shipment. Through this research we aim to discover the possibilities of using data mining in sensors to determine risk score models to identify risks in pharmaceutical supply chains.
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Qualitative approach for risk
exposure method
This section describes the methodology followed in order to develop a risk exposure method for
pharmaceutical global logistics based on information such as supplier qualification questionnaire, weather data and global logistics performance index. The first part of the methodology
provides a description of the research method used to develop a risk exposure method. Next,
the explanation of different elements involved in determining the risk exposure method and
the description of risk impact matrix which defines the risk scores for risk exposure method
are discussed. Finally the analytical hierarchy process, a method to weigh the risk factors
will be used to determine the final risk score.
Figure 3.1 gives a brief overview of the inputs and methods followed in determining risk ex-

Figure 3.1: Framework showing different elements involved in developing an qualitative risk
exposure method.
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posure method for identifying risks in a pharmaceutical logistics trade lane. The framework
highlights the elements and their respective source of inputs and their application as inputs or
end results. It explains how different elements together are used to develop the risk exposure
method.

3.1

Research method for the qualitative risk exposure method

In this research the we follow the systematic approach of Elamrani et al. (2016), where they
introduced the Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) approach, a framework to identify, assess
and monitor risks that influences an organizations objective. The ERM approach consists of
risk identification techniques which are often more associated with contact with people, such
as interviews, brainstorming, benchmarking, check-lists, scenario analysis, etc. In order to
derive consensus from expert individuals the Delphi technique as mentioned in Hsu and Sandford (2007) was used. According to Hsu and Sandford (2007), Delphi technique is a widely
used and an accepted method for gathering data from respondents within their domain of
expertise. One of the objectives of the Delphi technique is to seek out information which
may generate a consensus on the part of the respondent group. Similarly in this research
we aim to generate a consensus of vital input sources such as the assessing the identified
failure modes in the logistics process, for determining generic FMEA score and the user based
risk score weightage. The subject selection is one of the most important steps in the Delphi
method. According to Hsu and Sandford (2007) the Delphi technique focuses on eliciting
expert opinions over a short period of time. Hence, the selection of Delphi subjects must be
of the disciplinary areas of expertise. In this study the expert panel consists of four members.
All four members in the expert team have been closely associated in the cold supply chain
process. One of the member is an corporate air freight development manager, with 29 years of
experience in the pharmaceutical logistics process. The second member of the expert member
is an independent consultant working for the international air transport association (IATA)
and has been active in the pharmaceutical logistics process by auditing facilities across the
globe. The remaining two members were also closely associated with the pharmaceutical logistics industry.
The Delphi method is a process of usually three interviews. The first round is an open
ended questionnaire of determining the FMEA scores and the weightage for the user based
risk impact. In the second round each of the panel members review the scores finalized in
the first round and in the final round a conclusion is drawn on agreement between all panel
members. Due to non availability of all panel members during the whole process, a semi
structured Delphi method was used to gather information from the expert panel members in
this study. Hence, an initial score for both the FMEA elements and the weightage for the
user impact risk score was decided by two panel members in the first round. The second
round was a review of the decided scores in the first round and comments and suggestions
were exchanged. The final round is where all the panel members come to a decision on the
choice of the scores and the weightage. In order to determine the final scores, the expert
panels brainstormed and discussed their scores and came to a conclusion, thus avoiding the
need of aggregating their individual scores. Nevertheless, the Delphi method can be made
more structured when all panel members are present, since as stated in Hsu and Sandford
(2007) it can be carried out in multiple iterations from a panel of selected subjects.
Development of a risk exposure method for global pharmaceutical logistics
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3.2

Determination of risk factors

Risks in the pharmaceutical logistics can be considered as disruptions along the process of
supply of the pharmaceutical shipment. Risk in pharmaceutical shipment can relate to many
aspects such as their quantity, quality and the delivery of the drug in the right place in the
right time and often the main aspect is the quality of the shipment. Risks in the case of pharmaceutical shipments are often associated with the thermal stability of the product, since the
shipments are subject to thermal shocks due to unavoidable circumstances and negligence
during the process of the shipment. Hence, most of determined risks for the risk exposure
index will be associated with the thermal integrity of the shipment.
As an initial step for the development of a risk score method, relevant risks along the
pharmaceutical supply chain were identified. Risks in the pharmaceutical shipment process
will be categorized based on the FMEA methodology as in (Kengpol et al., 2014) and also
in relevance to the guidelines of good distribution practice (GDP) of medicinal products for
human use. According to GDP guidelines (2013), all activities related to distribution process
should be clearly defined and systematically reviewed, hence the risk factors identified were in
close association with the activities involved during the distribution process. The European
commission has published the guidelines for pharmaceutical shipments and the guidelines
was incorporated in identifying risk factors. The guidelines represent a set of tools that assist
distributors in conducting activities to avoid risks in the process. The guidelines covers all
aspects that needs to be monitored. The areas covered include quality management, premises,
equipment, operations, personnel involved, training, storage facilities, security and hygiene in
the locations.
The identified risk factors are explained below on their relevance to the pharmaceutical logistics process and their relevance with GDP standards, International air transport association
(IATA) and their Center of Excellence for Independent Validators (CEIV) in pharmaceutical
logistics. The risk factors identified below will serve as an input for the risk exposure model,
where experts will determine FMEA scores of occurrence, severity and detectability for each
of them individually.
• Ambient temperature risk : These risks are often unavoidable as the shipment gets
exposed to external weather conditions during the process of shipment being transferred
between locations. Extreme summer and winter conditions have a negative impact on
the quality of the product.
• Handling risk : These risks are due to insufficient training and product knowledge of
personnel involved during the shipment steps. Although according to GDP guidelines
(2013), the responsible person should carry out their duties in such a way as to ensure that the wholesale distributor can demonstrate GDP compliance and that public
service obligations are met. Nevertheless, there are events where shipment quality is
deteriorated due to human errors such as setting wrong temperature at cold storage
rooms.
• Equipment risk : These are risks that pertain to the premises and the facilities within
the location. According to GDP guidelines (2013), the premises should be designed or
adapted to ensure that the required storage conditions are maintained. They should be
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suitably secure, structurally sound and of sufficient capacity to allow safe storage and
handling of the medicinal products. Storage areas should be provided with adequate
lighting. However it might not be the case and also there might be no segregated areas
for shipments of different temperature ranges or there are no sufficient temperature
controlled transport equipment in use for transferring shipment within airports.
• Damage risk : These are risks that is related to the product quality. According to
GDP guidelines (2013), medicinal products and, if necessary, healthcare products should
be stored separately from other products which are likely to alter them and should be
protected from the harmful effects of light, temperature, moisture and other external
factors. However often due to insufficient training and qualified personnel or lack of
facilities pharmaceutical products are stored next to other products such as food and
radioactive shipments, which causes damage to both the shipments.
• Delay risk : These are risks that are due to delayed processes at the end of the
supply chain or due to inefficient planning where the shipment process gets delayed and
resulting in deterioration of pharmaceutical shipment. However, such risks have often
less occurrence, yet they have a huge impact on the quality of the product.
• Security risk : These are risks that if identified can prevent the shipments from being
lost or stolen. These risks are concerned with non-availability and quality of equipments
such as X-ray machines and CCTV that ensure the safety of the products. Also relevant
training of personnel to ensure the safety of the shipment has an influence. Though such
risks are very rare, yet they have a huge impact. The shipment value is over a million
Euros in most cases and moreover, there will be patients in need of the drugs and it can
lead to life threatening situations.

3.3

Identification of failure modes in pharmaceutical logistics
process

The next step for the risk assessment or an risk exposure method begins with identifying
process failure modes along the shipment process. Failure modes can be defined as activities
and errors along the process steps that can reduce the quality of the shipment. The purpose
of identifying failure modes at each location or activity in the logistics trade lane is because
they were mapped to the relevant risk factors. These mapped failure modes together under
each risk category were provided with default scores for their, occurrence, severity and detectability by expert panel members method as explained in the previous section. The failure
modes were identified based on as-is process study and GDP guidelines, which is not a part
of the Delphi process. The process involved from packaging in the location to storage of the
shipment are discussed in order to identify failure modes. The failure modes determined were
also on the basis of the lane characterization procedure followed by Panalpina. The identified failure modes are validated and evaluated through constant feedback from experts before
being grouped under a particular risk category.
To summarize, failure modes from different process steps such as ULD build up, ULD upload, ULD release and ULD in temperature control along the shipment process are identified
and grouped together to their respective risk factors and provided to expert pharmaceutical
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supply chain professionals for validation check if it is in correspondence to GDP guidelines
(2013) and technical reports of Parenteral Drug Association(PDA). Table 3.1 shows the risk
category and their corresponding possible failure modes identified along the pharmaceutical
logistics process steps. The identified failure modes were provided to the experts for determining the default FMEA scores for the risk exposure method.

Table 3.1: The identified failure modes and their corresponding risk factors.

3.4

Failure mode effect analysis

The risk exposure index developed follows the failure mode effect analysis (FMEA). FMEA is
a long-standing technique used to assess the risk failures in product and process designs. All
potential failures are evaluated in terms of likelihood, severity, and detectability (Curkovic,
Scannell & Wagner, 2013). Likelihood can be defined as probability of occurrence of negative
events within a time period. Severity can be defined as the extent of consequences of the
occurred event in a time period and detectability can be defined as the probability of detecting an event which has occurred in a defined time interval. The process of FMEA begins by
defining the scope, which is nothing but determining a risk exposure method along the pharmaceutical logistics. In this study the failure modes were grouped together to corresponding
risk factors. The main reason for grouping them together was its assistance in ease of use
for scoring the risk factors. Moreover, the failure modes corresponds to their respective risk
factors. Once grouped, each of the risk factors were assigned values of a scale of 1 to 10 for
the potential effects of failure mode elements, which is nothing but likelihood, severity and
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detectability, using the Delphi approach discussed in the previous section. Three rounds of
scoring was done by members as described. However, there was an agreement of using the
generic scores decided in the second round as there were not much changes and were finalized.
The scores of the likelihood, severity and detectability of the both the round are shown in
Table 7.1 and 7.2 in the appendix. The defined scores were based on semi structured brainstorming/interviews, where the expert panel members came to an final agreement at the end
of the final round. In which, a score of 1 for each the elements represent lowest probability of
occurrence, least severe event and easily detectable event and score of 10 represent the highest
values for each of the elements respectively. Figure 7.2 in the appendix gives a detailed description of the FMEA scores. Once, individual scores are assigned, the multiplication of the
three potential risk elements will lead to a risk priority number (RPN) which ranges from
1-1000, the RPN represents severity of an events and assists decision makers to prioritize plan
of actions for the risk and mitigating risks along the process. However, the RPN cannot be
considered as a risk exposure index, rather it is a number that assists in prioritizing risks
when making a plan of action to mitigate risks, hence are not computed here. In this research
the risk scores are computed based on Elamrani et al. (2016), where the risk impact matrix
is constructed, using criticality analysis, discussed in the next section. Table 3.2 shows the
final generic default score resulting from the Delphi method.
Risk factor
Temperature exposure risk
Handling process risk
Equipment risk
Delay risk
Damage risk
Security risk

Occurrence
7
5
4
4
3
3

Severity
5
5
5
3
8
9

Detectability
7
7
7
4
3
2

Table 3.2: Generic default scores for elements of FMEA process of semi structured Delphi
method

3.5

Risk exposure index based on supplier qualification questionnaire

As indicated in the literature review, qualitative deterministic approaches can be used to
identify risk scores. Also in GDP guidelines (2013) it is mentioned that risks can be identified and assessed through interviews and questionnaires. In this study supplier qualification
questionnaires was used to identify risks along the logistics process. Validaide B.V. sends
out questionnaires to freight forwarders, ground handling agents and airport authorities to
assess the facilities and their quality standards. The questionaire contains a set of questionnaires that covers areas as mentioned in GDP guidelines (2013) and are in accordance to
IATA CEIV check list. The questionnaire is sent to suppliers and they are answered based
on their quality standards. The results of the questionnaire is mostly YES/NO answers and
some numerical questions that correspond to duration taken to carry out certain tasks of the
logistics process and facility size in terms of area (in m2 ). The questionnaire also includes
a option for providing a risk impact for each of the question, which is nothing but an risk
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score that corresponds to how they rate their facility or quality standards. The range of the
user impact risk score is between 1 to 5. 1 indicating an insignificant risk and 5 indicating a
critical risk exposure, which is similar to the risk exposure index shown in figure 3.3. Table
3.3 shows the descriptive statistics of the user impact scores. The summary below shows that
most of the risk are indicated as medium risks in the questionnaire. The standard deviation
also suggests that not too high or low scores were provided on most of the questions. The
questionnaire was filled by the freight forwarders in the origin and the destination based on
the quality of their suppliers quality standards. The possible answers and the risk impact
together will be used as an input to linearise the default scores determined by the panel of
experts. The questionnaire distributed to gather information of the suppliers can be found in
figures 7.3 - 7.6 in the appendix.
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Count
Confidence Level(95.0%)

3.253
0.150
3
3
1.369
1.874
-0.2678
5
0
5
83
0.2989

Table 3.3: Summary of the descriptive statistics of the user impact scores for the supplier
qualification questionnaire
To begin the method of developing the risk exposure method based on qualitative deterministic inputs firstly, we need to transform the default Delphi based FMEA scores into
country specific FMEA scores. The main reason for transforming it into country specific
scores is because it doesn’t justify when we compare all facilities, weather conditions and
countries just based on the generic default FMEA scores and treat them as same location.
Hence, climate parameters and logistics performance indicators were incorporated to change
the generic default FMEA scores for every country chosen. The generic default scores were
updated individually for each risk factor. The ambient temperature exposure risk was updated using the climate data of individual countries and the equipment, handling and the
delay risks were updated using the logistics performance index(LPI) provided by the World
bank. The LPI is considered as an interactive benchmarking tool created to assist country
specific organisations to identify problems and opportunities countries face in their performance on trade logistics. The LPI allows us to compare 160 countries world wide, the data
was collected through a world wide survey of global freight forwarders and express carriers.
The method of updating the individual risk factors of the default FMEA score to a country
specific FMEA score is as follows:
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Ambient temperature exposure : For this risk factor, the climate data of each of
the countries will be used. For every country the average monthly minimum and maximum
temperature data is available. A range of the temperature is determined by experts that is
termed safe or unsafe for the pharmaceutical shipment for an entire year and if the temperature for any of the months are beyond the range the default scores for the ambient temperature
exposure risk is updated. For example, the average maximum and minimum temperature for
Mexico is shown in figure 7.14 in the appendix. For Mexico, the maximum temperature of
12 months is 28 C ◦ and the minimum of 12 months is 3 C ◦ . The maximum and minimum
temperatures of the country is checked for the below conditions to update the default FMEA
score :

if tempmax < 25 or tempmin ≤ 0
then def ault scores f or occurence & severity = generic score + 1
else if tempmax ≤ 25 and tempmin ≥ 2
then no change in def ault scores
else def ault scores f or occurence & severity = generic score − 1

For the above condition check the cut off values are based on controlled room temperature
(CRT) operational and performance qualification studies. According to Anthony (TJ) Rizzo
(2012) most of the CRT products need a 25 C ◦ requirement to maintain the shelf life of the
product. The lowest value is determined based on the minimum value of the pharmaceutical
shipment. From the above condition check, it was observed that for Mexico, since the maximum temperature doesn’t meet the first condition the generic default scores of occurrence
and severity were increased from 7 to 8 and 5 to 6 respectively, see in table 5.1. The reason
for not increasing detectability is because in the risk exposure method we consider only occurrence and severity scores.
Handling, equipment and delay risk : Similarly for these risk factors the LPI were
used for updating the generic FMEA risk score to the country specific risk score. The LPI
ranks each of the countries based on their performance in various elements such as customs,
infrastructure, international shipment possibility, logistics competence, tracking & tracing
and timeliness. The scores range from 1-5, 1 indicating very bad and 5 indicating very good.
In this study, we considered infrastructure scores, customs, timeliness and logistics shipments
as they are the most relevant ones to our identified risk factors. The desired range and
undesired ranges of LPI scores were determined under expert opinion and the below condition was determined and checked for specific countries to determine country specific default
FMEA scores. The LPI score of infrastructure corresponds to equipment risk and that of
logistics competence corresponds to handling process and the average LPI scores of customs
and timeliness correspond to the delay risk respectively. The Logistics performance index of
all the countries can be found in figure 7.7 and 7.8 in the appendix. The below determined
condition check holds good for all the three risk factors.
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if scoreinf rastructure < 2.5 and scoreinf rastructure ≥ 0
then def ault scores f or occurence & severity = generic score + 1
else if scoreinf rastructure < 3.5 and scoreinf rastructure ≥ 2.5
then no change in def ault scores
else def ault scores f or occurence & severity = generic score − 1

According to the LPI methodology, the scores to rank countries for their logistics performance
ranged from 1(best) to 5(worst). Based on this division of scores, expert from the pharmaceutical industry determined the cut off values in this case. For the above condition check,
the LPI scores for Mexico were within the range for all the three risk factors and there was
no increase in their scores of occurrence and severity, see in table 5.1.
The final updated country specific FMEA scores (see table 5.1 and 5.2), will be used to
determine risk scores from the supplier qualification questionnaire. The method of determining the risk score begins by mapping the questions of the supplier qualification questionnaire
to their respective risk factors. The mapped questions to respective risk factors are shown
in figure 7.13 in the Appendix. The answers for all the questions can be seen in figures 7.9 7.11 in appendix. For each of the mapped questions in the filled questionnaire has answers of
”YES/NO” and user impact risk scores between 1-5. Based on the YES/NO answer, the user
impact score is used to increment or decrement the default risk score. For Instance, If the
answer is a YES, then the user impact score will be multiplied by -1 and if NO, then the user
impact score is retained as the same. This linearisation is done for all the mapped questions
of the individual risk factors. Then the linearised scores are averaged for each of the risk
factors, which is nothing but sum of the updated user risk impact scores over the numbers
of questions that are mapped to that risk factor. For Example, let us consider the ambient
temperature exposure risk for Mexico. There were 21 questions of the supplier qualification
questionnaire that are mapped to it. From these 21 question’s the average user based score
were computed.
P21
U pdated user based scores
Average user based risk = i=1
21
From the above formula, the average user score for ambient exposure risk was determined and was 1.80 for Mexico. Similarly for all the individual risk factors the average user
scores were determined for both Mexico and Luxembourg, See in Figure 7.12 in the appendix.
Once, the average user score for all the risk factors were determined. The user scores
for each of the risk factors were multiplied with the weightage determined for occurrence,
severity and detectability during the Delphi method, See in table 7.3 in the appendix. For
example, in ambient exposure risk of Mexico, the user based score of 1.80 is multiplied with
0.5 for occurrence, multiplied by 0.4 for severity and multiplied by 0.1 for detectability. This
product will be the final user based risk score which is added to the country specific scores
of occurrence, severity and detectability. The final scores of occurrence, severity and detectability were be rounded to a whole number. Table 7.3 in the appendix shows the final user
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based risk score and the overall risk exposure scores of ambient temperature exposure risk for
Mexico. Similarly, the FMEA scores of occurrence, severity and detectability were calculated
for the rest of the identified risk factors for Mexico and Luxembourg.
The product of occurrence, severity and detectability will determine the Risk priority
number(RPN). However, the RPN does not provide a index for risk along the trade route
but it signifies the priority or assists in ranking risk factors for mitigation. The RPN is not
of much interest in this research as it aims in helping prioritizing risks in the lower level,
whereas in this case there is a need of an high level index that represents risk of a location.
Hence, there is need for a method that translates the prioritized risks to a risk index. The
risk exposure index that suggested is based on the risk impact matrix, also know as criticality
analysis which is discussed in the next paragraph.
Criticality analysis is often a method used along with FMEA to determine a risk score
from the FMEA process. According to the WHO’s guidlines for quality risk management, the
criticality matrix or also known as the risk impact matrix that facilitates in categorization
of the identified risk modes on risk impact scales. In the criticality matrix, risk associated
with any event or situation can be represented as the impact of that event multiplied by the
probability of its occurrence. Simply can be told as the likelihood of the event and the severity
when the event happens, which is same as the likelihood and severity of the FMEA scale.
The product of likelihood and severity are represented in a matrix and values are categorized
by shading or labelling through colours. This status of the risk is called as composite risk
indices or risk index values. The table below describes the criticality matrix generated based
on the default score mentioned earlier.

Figure 3.2: Risk Impact Matrix
The risk impact matrix is the standard tool, which helps in categorising the risks from the
final adjusted risk score of the FMEA process to identify risk events. The risk impact matrix transforms the identified risk scores into indexes that represents severity level of such a
risk event. The range of values of the risk impact matrix are categorised into different risk
indicators with corresponding scores. Figure 3.3 shows the risk exposure indexes and their
corresponding risk score.
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The risk index is divided into scores of 1-5 with (1) or green indicating the lowest score
and (5) or red being the highest. Figure 3.3 shows the colour code of each of the risk exposure
index and their terminology. The description of the risk exposure index is in the following
paragraph.

Figure 3.3: Risk Exposure Index
Critical : This is a risk event that, if it occurs, will have the most critical impact on the
quality and safety of the pharmaceutical shipment and it should be addressed with highest
priority, and it will have a very big impact on the thermal integrity of the pharmaceutical
shipment and can also damage the product. The critical risks scores of the risk impact matrix
are highlighted by red color.
Major : This is a risk event that, if it occurs, will have the almost same level of effect on
the pharmaceutical product however, this risk category will get second priority when there is
a critical risk is in place. This risk will have a fewer temperature excursions than the critical
risk. However, there are chances that the pharmaceutical shipment can be damaged. The
major risks scores of the risk impact matrix are highlighted by purple color
Medium : This is a risk event that, if it occurs, will have a moderate impact of the quality
and safety of the product. However, the chances of the product getting damaged is quite
low when compared to major risk. The medium risks scores of the risk impact matrix are
highlighted by orange color.
Minor : This is a risk event that, if it occurs, will have a minor impact on the safety of
the shipped product and can have some temperature excursions in the product, but will fall
within the allowed acceptable levels. The minor risks scores of the risk impact matrix are
highlighted by yellow color.
Insignificant : This is a risk event that, if it occurs, will have little or no impact on the
thermal stability and safety of the pharmaceutical product. There wouldn’t be any excursions seen in this type of risks. The insignificant risks scores of the risk impact matrix are
highlighted by green color.

3.6

Risk factor weightage using analytic hierarchy process

Decision of risk weightage for each of the risk factor is a very complex decision and often in
the pharmaceutical industry the individual risks are averaged to determine the final risk score
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of the tradelane. However, it is not always correct to determine same weights and there is a
need for a more standard method. Analytical hierarchy process(AHP) is a method that allows
decision makers to model a problem in a hierarchical structure portraying the relationships
of the overall goal, the objectives and the available alternatives (Enyinda et al., 2009). As
mentioned earlier in the literature review, AHP is an effective multi criteria decision making
methodology that helps in making complex decisions and often used in the case of determining
weightage or in other words to compare the risks or risk factors as they are complex decisions,
which is often neglected and all risks are considered equal. Hence, AHP is an effective method
to weigh risks against each other.
In this study AHP will be used to determine weightage for the identified risk factors. The
procedure followed in this research for AHP are adapted from Enyinda et al. (2009). The
method begins by defining an unstructured problem and determine a goal, In our case is to
determine weightage for each of the risk factors. Next, a hierarchy is built describing the
goal in the highest level, the individual risk factors in the intermediate level and the last
level describing the different risk exposure indexes. The third step is constructing a pair wise
comparison of each of the risk factors with other risk factors based on a scale of preference,
shown in figure 3.5 in the appendix. Figure 3.4 shows the hierarchical structure showing the
relationship between the overall goal, the risks and the possible risk exposures.
The pairwise comparison matrix M, with element aij being the relative importance of ith

Figure 3.4: Hierarchical structure of the pharmaceutical logistics risks.
factor with respect to the j th factor, which is nothing but ranking one risk factor over the other
by Delphi panel experts of the pharmaceutical industry. The pairwise comparison matrix can
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Figure 3.5: AHP pairwise comparison values or scale of preference between two elements,
reprinted from Enyinda et al. (2009)
be determined as follows:
M = [aij ]

(3.1)

The entry in row i and column j of M[aij ] highlights how much risk factor i is more important
than risk factor j. Every entry in the comparison matrix is a positive value and its reciprocal
for its diagonals. The importance of each risk factor over the other is measured based on the
1-9 point scale shown in the figure 3.5 below.
Table 3.4 shows the resulting pairwise comparison of the individual risk factors against
each other including the sum of the comparison values column wise for every risk factor.
The values of Table 3.4 are the pair wise comparison values given by the experts, from the
preference scale.
Next, the eigenvectors are weighed based on the pair wise comparison, which are determ30
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Figure 3.6: Saaty’s AHP average random consistency, reprinted from Enyinda et al. (2009)

Temperature exposure risk
Handling process risk
Equipment risk
Delay risk
Damage risk
Security risk
Sum of the columns

Temperature
exposure
risk
1
1
0.25
0.16
0.2
0.2
2.81

Handling
process
risk
3
1
0.33
0.33
1
1
6.67

Equipment Delay Damage Security
risk
risk
risk
risk
4
3
1
1
2
3
14

5
1
0.5
0.5
1
2
10

6
3
1
1
2
2
15

5
1
0.33
0.5
0.5
1
8.33

Table 3.4: Pair wise comparison of identified risk factors by the experts

Temperature exposure risk
Handling process risk
Equipment risk
Delay risk
Damage risk
Security risk

Temperature
exposure
risk
0.355
0.355
0.08
0.059
0.071
0.071

Handling
process
risk
0.45
0.45
0.05
0.05
0.15
0.15

Equipment Delay Damage Security
risk
risk
risk
risk
0.285
0.214
0.07
0.07
0.14
0.21

0.5
0.1
0.05
0.05
0.1
0.2

0.4
0.2
0.067
0.067
0.133
0.13

0.6
0.1
0.04
0.06
0.06
0.12

Table 3.5: Determining weightage of eigenvectors using the weightage criteria
ined based on the hierarchy structure. The weighed criteria is determined as follows: Initially,
the sum of the relative importance of every risk factor(column j) over the other risk factors
are determined. Then, every element of column j is divided by the sum of all elements of
column j. The final weightage for each of the risk factor is the average of the scores that is
obtained with respect to other risk factors. The weighing of the eigenvectors according to
the weighing criteria is shown in table 3.5 and the calculation for one of the risk factors is
explained in detail below.
Let us consider the temperature exposure risk for understanding the weighing criteria. The
description is based on table 3.4.
a1,1 =

pairwise comparision of temperature exposure risk to itself
sum of pairwise comparison of temperature exposure risk to all the risk f actors

which is,
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a1,1 =

1
2.81

= 0.355

Similarly weightage of the eigenvectors are determined for all aij of the Table 3.5. The
next step of the AHP is the determination of the weightage of the risk factors. For, the
temperature exposure risk the weightage is the average of its corresponding eigen weights.
The formula below shows the weightage calculation for temperature exposure risk based on
the values of table 3.5.

W eightagetemperaturerisk =

a1,1 + a1,2 + a1,3 + a1,4 + a1,5 + a1,6
6

which is,
W eightagetemperaturerisk =

0.355+0.45+0.285+0.5+0.4+0.6
6

= 0.432

The next step in AHP is evaluating the consistency of the pairwise comparison, which
determines the correctness of the weightage that is generated from the pairwise comparison.
The evaluation process begins by determining the maximum eigenvalue (λmax ), which is used
to derive the consistency index.
n
X
Wj
(3.2)
λmax =
aij
Wi
j=1

where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of values of the comparison matrix, Wj is the
weight of the j th factor and Wi is the weight of the ith factor. As described in Enyinda et al.
(2009), the consistency index(CI) and the consistency ratio(CR) are used to determine the
consistency of the pairwise comparison matrix.
According to Enyinda et al. (2009) when a positive reciprocal matrix of order n is consistent, then λmax has the value n. On the other hand, when it is inconsistent, then λmax > n
and the corresponding difference between λmax &n will serve as a measure of CI. The formula
for CI is as below:
(λmax − n)
CI =
(3.3)
n−1
where, n is the number of risk factors or elements compared. Along with CI, Saaty’s AHP
average random consistency index (RI) is used to determine the consistency ratio (CR). Figure
3.6 shows the value of RI, which varies based on the size of the matrix. The formula for the
CR is as below:
−n)
]
[ (λmax
n−1
(3.4)
CR = CI/RI =
RI
Here, the CR is acceptable, only if its corresponding value is ≤ 0.10. When the CR is
≥ 0.10, then the pairwise comparison matrix is considered inconsistent and the expert panel
members should review their inputs and improve it. Nevertheless, In this case study, the CR
value was ≤ 0.10 and hence no review was required. The table 3.4 shows the resulting values
of the consistency test of this research.
The table 3.5 is the final risk weightage for the individual risk factors to determine the
overall risk along both the destination and origin of the logistics trade lane one chooses. The
32
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λ
CI
RI
CR

6.60
0.12
1.24
0.096

Table 3.6: Results of the consistency test
below determined risk factor weightages will be used in the case study that will be discussed
in Chapter 5 to determine overall risk of a logistics trade lane.
Temperature exposure risk
Handling process risk
Equipment risk
Delay risk
Damage risk
Security risk

0.432
0.190
0.061
0,060
0,110
0,148

Table 3.7: The risk weightage determined based on analytic hierarchy process for the risk
exposure index

The final risk exposure index of an logistics trade lane is computed based on the final
country specific FMEA scores obtained. The corresponding risk exposure index for a logistics
trade lane will be product of the observed risk exposure index from figure 3.7 and their
respective weights from table 3.7. The sum of the individual risk scores of all the risk factors
is the overall qualitative risk score of the logistics trade lane.

Figure 3.7: Risk Exposure Index

To conclude, the qualitative model described in this section is a representation of identified
risks along a pharmaceutical logistics trade lane as a risk exposure index. The method is
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developed based on FMEA risk assessment methodology with different input sources such
as supplier qualification questionnaires, climate data, logistic performance index of countries
collected in the form of a global survey by WHO. The output of the risk score method will be
individual risk scores for the identified risk factors and an overall risk score of the risk factors
that was weighed using the analytical hierarchy process.
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Chapter 4

Data driven approach for risk
exposure method
This chapter aims to explain the methodology and steps followed to use machine learning
to classify events along a logistics trade lane. Based on the best classification model, events
will be identified on a new shipment and expected risk values will be determined for that
shipment. The ultimate goal of the data driven risk exposure method is to effectively use
classification methods to label the data and determine risks from identifying events based on
the classification models. The best classification model will serve as a tool for the user to
label events on a 2-8 C ◦ and use the outcome of the events identified to determine expected
risk scores at each event. The section begins with the CRISP-DM methodology used, followed
by the description of the methods used for data cleaning, data transformation in detail, the
feature selection methods used to determine the final set of features used for data driven
modelling and the experimental design and the classification models used. The chapter lastly
ends with the performance metrics used to evaluate the classification models and how the
identified events will be used for determining risks along the logistics trade lane.

4.1

CRISP-DM methodology

CRISP-DM stands for cross industry standard process for data mining. The CRISP-DM is
a framework for carrying out data mining projects. According to Wirth and Hipp (2000)
data mining needs a standard approach as it helps in translating business problems into data
mining tasks and provide a structure to evaluate the effectiveness of the identified results
and documenting it. The CRISP-DM methodology is one such hierarchical process model
comprising of four levels as described below:
Phases : It is the top level of the methodology, where the whole data mining process is
organised into a 6 phases. Figure 4.1 shows the phases of the CRISP-DM process model of
data mining.
Generic tasks : This the second level of the data mining process, where each of the phases
consist of generic tasks. The generic task is a general description of all possible data mining
tasks that is needed.
Specialized tasks : This is the third level, which is a sub task of the generic task. The
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specialised task describes the actions on how the generic task should be carried out. For
instance, a generic task is building a model and its corresponding specialized task would be
the data mining tool chosen for a specific problem.
Process instances : This is the last step, which describes the actions carried, decisions and
results of an actual data mining task, it records what particular engagement was carried out
at a higher level task.
The phases of the CRISP-DM methodology is briefly discussed below and an overview of
the CRISP-DM tasks and the corresponding outputs of the data mining process carried out
in this thesis is shown in a tabular form in figure 4.2.

• Business Understanding : The initial phase of the data mining process, where we
try to understand the project objectives and the needs from a business perspective and
transform this knowledge into a data mining problem. Initially, we decide on how we
can classify events happening on a logistics trade lane using the available data set and
later decide on how to transform the data to determine a risk exposure index. To briefly
describe, the goal of the data mining task here is to determine methods to classify events
along a trade lane using classification algorithms and choose a best performing model
to identify events on a new shipment and determine expected risk scores from that
shipment.
• Data Understanding : In this phase, is where we initiate data collection and understand the data and discover insights from data. We collected data from the third party
logistics provider that monitor their shipments through data loggers and understand
the data by deriving descriptive statistics out of it.
• Data Preparation : In this phase the raw collected data is transformed into a final
dataset for modelling. We initially carried out data cleaning, transformation of the data
and made a final dataset and improved the fitness of use.
• Modelling : This is one of the important phases, where different modelling techniques
are chosen and applied to the final dataset and parameters are tuned accordingly. We
identified modelling techniques relevant to the temperature dataset and the corresponding constructed features.
• Evaluation : In this phase, before we choose the model we evaluated each of the models
and review the process followed and chose the best performing model out of the built
models.
• Deployment : This the final phase, where we represent the developed model in a easy
and understandable manner to the users. We show how the results can be used to derive
risks from the identified events when they are out of the desired temperature conditions
and determine the risk scores for a specific trade lane as a case study.
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Figure 4.2: CRISP-DM process model for data mining reprinted from Wirth and Hipp (2000)

4.2

Data description

To investigate the opportunity of carrying out data mining for identifying risks along a trade
lane, it is necessary to have quality data. Panalpina monitors all its shipments using data
loggers which record temperature profiles of the shipment and these temperature profiles are
monitored and visualized on a software platform called smartview. This temperature profile
data will be used in this study
An overview of the data set
The data in our case are temperature sensor data recorded at defined time instances over
the time frame of the shipment from airport to airport. Although Panalpina records data
of temperature profiles of their shipments flying in and out of their facility, it is not easy to
consider all the available data to use it for the classification process as not every shipment is
of the same type and the shipment characteristics vary from one another. For instance, the
temperature range of the pharmaceutical shipment, the customer of the product, the time of
departure of the flight, etc. vary from shipment type to shipment type. Hence, a scope was
defined earlier to consider only shipments of 2- 8 C ◦ temperature category shipment of Pfizer
for identifying risks from the sensor data using data mining techniques.
The data is collected from the online platform smart view for 2-8 C ◦ shipments of the
journey Luxembourg to Mexico. The raw data source acquired from smartview was in a
comma-separated value (csv) format. The data set contains timestamps and temperature in
degree centigrade which was recorded throughout the shipment. A time stamp of temperature
of the shipment is recorded in a time interval of 15 minutes throughout the shipment. Table
4.1 shows a sample of the time series data set used in this study. In this study the data size
is exactly 2862 data points of temperature recordings from 13 shipments. The summary of
the descriptive statistics of the entire data set is as shown in table 4.2. From table 4.2, we
can see that though the mean of the data set is 6.96 C ◦ which is within desired temperature
limits for the shipment. However, a skewness of 1.52 states that the entire data set is highly
skewed(positively skewed). Highly skewed data sets shows the imbalance in the entire data set.
Most of the data points are within the desired range of 2 - 8 C ◦ , hence the skewness. Apart,
a pdf type shipment report can also be generated, which contains descriptive information of
the shipment type, customer details and milestones in the shipment. The shipment report
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has a valid source of information of milestones which will be used along with the temperature
data acquired from data loggers. In order to understand the quality and the dispersion of
all the shipments individually and see how varied they were, box plots of all 13 shipments
was generated. Figure 4.3 shows the box plots of all 13 shipments. The box plot shows the
summary of the data used in an interval scale and helps us compare the different shipment
data available. From the box plots it can be seen that there is not much similarity between the
shipments. None of the medians of the shipments are the same. Moreover the upper quartiles
and lower quartile ranges of the shipments are very different from one another, showing the
different spread distribution in each of the shipments. The data size of each of the shipments
were also varied. One more interesting observation in the each of the shipments the data is
skewed, proving that it is an imbalanced dataset.
Date
26-5-2016
26-5-2016
26-5-2016
26-5-2016
26-5-2016
26-5-2016
26-5-2016
26-5-2016
26-5-2016
26-5-2016
26-5-2016
26-5-2016

Time
02:20:11
02:35:12
02:50:11
03:35:11
04:05:10
04:20:12
04:35:10
04:50:12
05:05:11
05:20:10
05:35:11
05:50:12

Temperature
4.98
4.04
3.66
3.22
3.22
3.16
3.28
3.16
3.10
10.75
15.14
15.20

Table 4.1: Sample time series data from the temperature data loggers

Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Count
Confidence Level(95.0%)

6.969430998
0.096017827
5.2
4.05
4.65958595
21.71174122
1.5233524
24.22
0.91
25.13
2355
0.188288294

Table 4.2: Summary of the descriptive statistics of the entire data set
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Figure 4.3: Box plots of all the shipment data used for classification of events

4.3

Data cleaning

This section represents the data cleaning process, finding missing elements and outlier analysis. The data cleaning process was carried out with the software package MATLAB R2015b.
The below mentioned cleaning tasks were carried out to remove discrepancies in the modelling
stage.
Time and temperature domain data cleaning : The raw data is in the csv format.
It contains time and date are in separate fields of date and time, they are transformed to
the datetime data type and finally concatenated into one date variable. Also in some of the
shipments the data logger were attached before the shipments enters the airport. However
in the case of this study the scope is defined only from airport to airport shipments and
the truck part of the shipment was removed. Hence, for those shipments the data that was
beyond the scope of the research was removed from the raw data. Finally, the entire data
set was checked for missing values. However, the shipment dataset didn’t have any missing
values, which would have needed some replacement or deletion. After data cleaning, the data
set of 2862 data points was reduced to 2355 data points.
Outlier detection in the data set
The temperature excursions observed in this non linear time series data will depict events
that correspond to risks along the trade route. Hence, outliers in this case were values that
had very large impact in a classification algorithm or in other words any unrealistic excursions
due to technical defect of the data loggers. The outliers here were any temperatures recorded
that were beyond the extreme weather temperatures and were checked for it. Nevertheless,
for the 2-8 degree shipment data set there were no such excursions that are unrealistic and
that can significant effect on the classification model. Hence, there was no need of truncating
variables of the data set.
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4.4

Data transformation

Data transformation refers to transformation and integration of the available data into suitable
format to facilitate data mining tasks. According to Sondhi (2009) a good feature representation is essential to achieve high performance in any machine learning task. Hence, feature
construction is carried out from the available set of input data and also since there were no
actual variables that can be identified as features for performing data mining from the input
features. Secondly, the identified features were normalized for the ease of application.
Feature construction
Feature construction is a process which is used to build intermediate features from the original descriptors in a dataset. The aim is to build more efficient features for a data mining
task. According to Sondhi (2009) feature construction methods may be applied to pursue
two distinct goals: reducing data dimensionality and improving prediction performance. The
feature construction method was adopted from Sondhi (2009) to achieve the above stated
goals and is as follows:

1. Start with an initial feature space F0 (manual feature construction)
2. Transfer F0 to construct a new feature space Fn (feature transformation)
3. Select a subset of features Fi from Fn ( feature selection)
(a) Ascertain the usefulness of Fi for the identification task based on some utility
criteria.
(b) If some terminating criteria is achieved:
i) Go back to step 3.
(c) Else set Ft = Fi
4. Ft is the newly constructed feature space.
The main purpose of constructing the features is aligned to the goal of data mining, which is
to classify events of a logistics trade lane. We begin by mapping data points of the shipment
to their events using the features that are constructed. By events here, we mean the process
steps that are carried out during the process of shipping the goods from the origin to the
destination. The events of the pharmaceutical logistics process consists of the the following:
ULD build up : It is an event where the actual shipment is prepared by combining packages
of the same temperature range into one unit load device.
ULD upload : This is an event where, the ULD is being transfered from the cold room to
the aircraft using a dolly truck.
ULD in temperature control : This in an event, where the ULD is stored in temperature
control, either in the cold room or within the aircraft.
ULD release : This is the final event of the shipment process where, the ULD is transferred
from the aircraft to the customer site within the airport.
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The events are explained in detail in section 2.2. The initial feature space F0 are the
manually constructed features out of domain knowledge and scientific literature, with close
consent from experts in the cold supply chain and also in reference to literature. The features
such as minimum and maximum temperature has been used to predict weather conditions in
(Kanth, Balaram & Rajasekhar, 2014). Similarly, (Ramos & Rego, 2005) has suggested features such as slope, mean of the signal can be used on time series data for classification. The
data set in this research was also time series, hence a combination of features from literature
and domain knowledge were constructed. The main purpose of constructing features below
are for identifying the four pharmaceutical events that we discussed earlier in this section.
Rise time: It can be defined as the time taken by a signal to change from one a low value to
a high value. In the case of the data from temperature data loggers, the time taken for rising
from a value till the peak temperature was considered as rise time.
Settling time: It can be defined as the time taken by a signal to change from one a high
value to a low value. In the case of the data from temperature data loggers, the time taken
for falling from a peak temperature till the threshold temperature was considered as rise time.
Peak time: It can be defined as the time at which a signal reaches a high value. In this
case it is time at which the temperature of the shipment reaches a highest value above the
threshold temperature.
Peak temperature: It can be defined as the highest value recorded at a defined time interval. In this case it is the maximum temperature value above the threshold temperature
between three continuous time instances.
Lowest temperature: It can be defined as the lowest value recorded at a defined time interval. In this case it is the lowest temperature value below the threshold temperature between
three continuous time instances.
Mean temperature: It can be defined as the average value recorded during a defined time
interval. In this case it is the average temperature value of the shipment during three continuous time instances.
Threshold temperature variance: It can be defined as the variation of signals or data
points over a certain threshold variable, this feature is a categorical variable, which indicates
if the product is either safe or unsafe. In this case the threshold value is set to 8.0 C ◦ and
check if the temperature values of the shipments are within safe limits or not.
Gradient change: Slope or gradient of a line is a quantity that gives the inclination of a
curve or a line with respect to another curve or a line. In this case it is the slope of the line,
calculated as the ratio between the vertical change to the horizontal change between specific
points on the line.
Temperature variation: It can be defined as the maximum variation of the temperature
within a defined set of time instances.
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Figure 4.4: Temperature plot for a 2 - 8 C ◦ shipment
Figure 4.4 shows the temperature profile plot for a 2 - 8 C ◦ shipment highlighting the data
points and the threshold line indicating the temperature region above the threshold as unsafe
for the pharmaceutical shipment. The red circle in the plot depicts groups of 3 data points
from which the above described features were constructed and it was done for each of the 2
- 8 C ◦ shipments. Although 9 features were identified and constructed, only 6 features were
finally considered for the feature selection as peak time was insignificant. Since, when this
feature was included in the forward feature selection method for selecting a subset of features
that was used for classifying events there was no significant improvement in the performance
of the model. The left out features were rise time, settling time and peak time. The rise and
settling time weren’t observed at any of the groups because the size (3 data points) turned
out to be very small to determine these features. In order to determine settling and rise times,
we need a bigger size that can determine based on the peak temperature and the threshold
temperature. The table 4.3 shows the feature extracted for a subset of the data.
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Peak
temperature
4,98
3,22
17,40
18,15
8,93
6,19
15,94
3,950

Mean temperature
4,22
3,20
10,35
17,75
8,53
6,10
14,02
3,82

Lowest temperature
3,66
3,16
6,61
17,15
8,18
6,06
11,44
3,76

Gradient
change
-0,043
-0,001
0,35
0,03
-0,025
-0,004
-0,10
-0,006

Threshold
variation
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0

Temperature
variation
1,32
0,06
10,79
1
0,75
0,13
4,50
0,19

Table 4.3: Subset of the data showing the extracted features used for classification of events
Normalization
Normalization is a part of the pre-processing stage, where the input variables are scale down
to assist in performance of the classification model. Often, the range of values of the raw
features will vary over a wide range, with most classification models using distance function
between points to classify them, then features with broader ranges, will have higher weightage over the others. Hence, to avoid such discrepancies normalization is done. In this study
Min-Max normalization is used, where the data is scaled to a fixed range of 0-1. Min-Max
normalization transforms a value X to X a which fits in the range [A,B], with A=0 and B=1.
It is represented by the formula below:
a



X =

X − M inimunvalueof X
maximumvalueof X − minimumvalueof X


∗ (B − A) + A

(4.1)

Feature Selection
Feature selection often also known as attribute selection is the process of selecting a subset
of relevant features for the classification model. According to Tang et al. (2014) the presence
of large number of features will cause a learning model to overfit, leading to poor performance of the model. Feature selection is a widely used technique for reducing dimensionality
and improve the performance of the model in terms of higher learning accuracy classification
and better model interpretabilty (Tang et al., 2014). A choice of a feature selection method
depends on the type of training data set, as according to Tang et al. (2014) the type of feature selection algorithms depends on whether the training data set is labelled or not. The
feature selection method are categorized based on supervised learning, unsupervised learning
and semi-supervised learning. The figure below shows the classification of feature selection
methods for classification. In this study, since the data set is a semi-labelled one, we will
focus on the supervised feature selections methods. The labels are not available on all data
points but on data points where an actual event begins. For instance, labels are available with
time stamps and description of the event occurring at that time instance. Supervised feature
selection methods are classified into filter methods, wrapper methods and embedded methods.
For selecting features from the constructed features of the temperature sensor profile,
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Figure 4.5: Feature selections methods for classification, reprinted from Tang et al. (2014)

wrapper methods were used and the method of Tang et al. (2014) was followed. Forward
feature selection was carried out in this study to choose relevant features for the classification
model. Forward selection wrapper method is an iterative method, where in the process begins
with no features in the model. For every iteration, new features are added and check for the
accuracy of the model. The iteration is carried out until there is no improvement in the
performance of the model for additional features added.
The figure below represents the wrapper method pictorially, which is being adopted in
this thesis to select relevant features from the constructed features for classification of events
identified along a logistics trade lane. In the wrapper method, we use the k-nn as the predetermined classifier. The search strategy used here was a greedy search strategy; as indicated
earlier the forward selection. The main reason for choosing a greedy strategy is they are computationally advantageous and robust against overfitting. We use the accuracy estimation in
the feature set evaluation phase to determine the performance of the feature set. Table 4.3
above shows the features that was selected and used in the classification models to identify
events.

Figure 4.6: Wrapper method for feature selection
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4.5

Experimental Design

In this section, the experimental design followed to train classifiers for the classification
task will be explained in detail. The experimental design begins by first by combining sensor
data of all 2- 8 degree shipments together into one complete temperature data set. All the
13 shipments combined together consist of 2355 data points. From the temperature data set
the selected features; peak temperature, mean temperature, lowest temperature, threshold
variance, slope, and temperature variation are constructed and later normalized using the
min-max normalization technique in the range of [0,1]. Since, the constructed six features
are extracted from groups of 3 data points, the data set is reduced from 2355 to 813 data
points. The original feature set consists of 813 features for the constructed features. The
original data is divided into 2 parts, 90 % of the data for training the model and 10 % of the
data is saved to test the performance of the model. Both the original and the test feature
data sets includes extracted features from different 4 classes that we discussed in the feature
construction section. Table 4.4 shows the distribution of the feature in all 4 classes of the
training data set.
Class
Quantity
Percentage

ULD in temperature control
588
72.3 %

ULD build up
68
8.36 %

ULD upload
68
8.36 %

ULD release
89
10.94 %

Table 4.4: Distribution of the feature set in four different classes
From the distribution of the feature set over different classes, we can see that it is skewed
more towards the class ULD in temperature control (Majority class). The training data set
will be used for training the different classification models. Using the training data set, 90
% of the data set will be used for training and the rest 10 % will be used to validate the
performance of the trained classifier. Both the training and the test data set include all the
4 defined classes(events). Finally, the performance of the model will be tested on the original
test data set (n=81). The experimental design is pictorially represented in the figure below.

Figure 4.7: Experimental set up for classification of events

n-Fold cross validation is performed to improve the chance of increasing the accuracy, where
the training data set sets will be divided into n equally sized sets. For every n run, n − 1
sets of the data will be used as training data to train the classifier and 1 set will be used as
a validation data set. The overall performance measure of the classifier will be the average
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across n runs. By doing the data split in this way the generated performance measures will be
more reliable. It is often considered to take n = 5 or 10 and theoretical studies have proved
that these n values perform usually better and in our case we choose n = 10. The performance
of the different classification models are tested on the original test set. The above discussed
experimental model will be used for the classification models discussed in the next section.

4.6

Data driven modelling

The extracted features from feature set will be used for modelling. In this section we
will choose the best classification model to determine risks along the cold supply chain. This
section will describe the classification models used and explain in detail the best chosen model.
Modelling techniques
This subsection briefly describes various classification methods that are used in order to
identify events along the cold supply chain and eventually the events will correspond to
expected risk along that particular cold chain route. In machine learning, classification is
defined as a problem of identifying where a group of data set belongs based on a training set
of data instances whose category membership is already known. Classification is considered as
an instance of supervised learning in context of machine learning. In the case of classification
of events along the pharmaceutical logistics it is a multi class classification problem. In
the next paragraph, the KNN and ensemble classifiers used for classifying events along the
pharmaceutical logistics route is explained in detail.
k-nearest neighbour (KNN) is one of the simplest of machine learning algorithms for
pattern recognition. KNN is known as the lazy learning method, where the output of the
model is a class membership. A data point is classified to a particular class based on the
scores it gets from its neighbours and it is often that the data point is being categorized to
the class that is common among the k nearest neighbours. In this study the parameters of k,
the weights and distance functions were tuned iteratively and the model with K = 5 and an
equal weighed euclidean distance function gave the best accuracy.
Ensemble methods are learning algorithms that construct a set of classifiers and then
classify new data points by taking a (weighted vote) of their predictions (Dietterich et al.,
2000). The main idea behind ensemble methodology is building a classification model by
combining multiple models. It is believed that by using ensemble methods the classification
performance can be improved. In this study both bagging and boosting classification methods was used to classify events along the logistics trade lane. In the following paragraphs the
bagged and boosted trees method are explained with respect to their application in this study.
1. Bagging can be used with many classification methods and regression methods to reduce the variance associated with prediction, and thereby improve the prediction process
(Sutton, 2005). To improve the accuracy of the bagged trees, a technique is used where
every tree in the ensemble can randomly select predictors for decision splits. In our
case the minimum leaf size is set to 1 and the trees were not pruned, which results in
an optimal classification. The reason for choosing the bagging method is that, initially
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decision trees alone was used for classification and the accuracy was very low. Hence,
Bagging was used to reduce the high variance of the decision trees. The parameter tuning for bagged trees were done in the following manner. The maximum number of splits
was limited to 20 and the numbers of learners were increased until the best accuracy was
attained. Finally the classification model resulted in the highest accuracy for 10 learners.
2. Boosting is also a method of combining classifiers to improve the accuracy of classification. Boosting uses a weighted average of results obtained from applying a classification
method to various samples (Sutton, 2005), which differs from bagging which is a simple
average to get prediction results. According to (Sutton, 2005) boosting was originally
developed for classification, and is typically applied to weak learners. Weak learners
here means a classifier whose classification is slightly better than random guess. Boosting is a general method employed to improve the performance of an learning algorithm.
According to Rokach (2005) the method works by repeatedly running a weak learner
(such as classification rules or decision trees), on various distributed training data. In
our case the AdaBoost boosting algorithm for multiple classes was used. In our case as
the ensemble method we retain AdaBoost and decision trees as the learner type as well.
The parameters were tuned in the following manner.
(a) A relatively higher learning rate was chosen, with 0.1 being the default value.
(b) Next, the optimum number of trees for the learning rate was determined using tree
specific parameters, the number of splits in this case.
(c) Finally, the learning rate was lowered to produce more robust results.
For the boosted trees model a learning rate of 0.3 with 15 learners and 10 splits resulted
in the highest accuracy and it was best performing model of all the chosen classification
models.

4.7

Performance metrics

This section briefly explains different perform metrics used in order to make a decision on
the best classification model. Lastly in the model ranking subsection the classification models
will be ranked based on their performance, which are in accordance to the below discussed
macro averaging performance metrics.
According to Costa, Lorena, Carvalho and Freitas (2007), a criteria for evaluating the
performance of a classifier is an important part of its design. These criteria are often known
as evaluation metrics. Evaluation metrics plays an important role in achieving an optimal
classifier during the classification training process (Hossin & Sulaiman, 2015). It is evident
from Sokolova and Lapalme (2009) that the performance evaluation metrics for multi class
classification tasks are different from binary class classification tasks. The overall performance of the classification models used for identifying cold supply chain risks are adopted from
(Sokolova & Lapalme, 2009) and classified into macro averaging and micro averaging. The
evaluation metrics of macro averaging and micro averaging measures are as follows:
Micro-averaging is a method where the individual true positives, false positives and false
negatives of the system from different classes are added together and the final statistics of
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recall, precision and F1- score are determined.
Macro-averaging is a more general and a straightforward measure to know the performance of the overall classifier chosen. In this method the average of the precision and recall
of all the classes are identified and they give equal weightage to each class. Hence, macro
averaging is the most suitable for us as we want to test the performance of the entire classifier.
The formulas below reflect the importance of identification of positive samples in the classification and are adopted from (Sokolova & Lapalme, 2009).
Average accuracy : It is the average per class effectiveness of the classifier. In the case
of classifying the events along the trade route, the percentage of events that were classified
correctly.
Average error rate : It is the average per class classification error. In other terms, the
percentage of events that were misclassified by the classifier.
Precision : The number of correctly classified positive samples divided by the number of
samples labelled as positive by the system.
Recall : The number of correctly class positive samples divided by the number of positive
samples in the data.
F-score : The relation between the data’s positive labels and that represented by the classifier based on the per- class decisions or in other words it is the harmonic mean of precision
and recall.
The evaluation measures for the multi-class classification are for every individual class. For
every individual class Ci ,the assessments are based on the true positive(tpi ), false negative
(f ni ), true negative (tni ), false positive (f pi ). In order to determine the F score, the β = 1
and in the formulas l = 4, which defines the number of classes. The formulas for the above
discussed micro-averaging measures and macro averaging measures are as follows.
Pl

tpi +tni
i=1 tpi +f ni +f pi +tni

Averageaccuracy =

l

(4.2)

Pl
Errorrate =

f pi +f ni
i=1 tpi +f ni +f pi +tni

l

(4.3)

Pl

i=1 tpi

P recisionmicro = Pl

i=1 tpi

+ f pi

(4.4)

Pl

i=1 tpi

Recallmicro = Pl

i=1 tpi

F scoremicro =

+ f ni

(β 2 + 1) ∗ P recisionmicro ∗ Recallmicro
β 2 ∗ P recisionmicro + Recallmicro
Pl
tpi
i=1 tpi +f pi

P recisionmacro =

l

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

Pl
Recallmacro =

tpi
i=1 tpi +f ni

l
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F scoremacro =

(β 2 + 1) ∗ P recisionmacro ∗ Recallmacro
β 2 ∗ P recisionmacro + Recallmacro

(4.9)

The performance of the chosen models for classifying risks along the logistics trade lane,
will be the base for identified events of a new trade lane, are based on the evaluation measures
described above. The evaluation metrics for all the chosen models were calculated in order to
weigh and rank them individually against each other based on their performance. The table
4.5 below represents the overall accuracy, error rates and macro & micro averaged F scores
of the classification models on the original test data set. From the average accuracy and the
error rates, we say that the overall classification of events is best for the boosted trees due to
its highest accuracy and lowest error rate when compared to other classification models.
The macro-averaging and micro averaging evaluation measures for each of the chosen classification models on the test set are as shown in table 4.6. It can be seen that the micro
averaging measures of precision, recall are the same as average accuracy and it is obvious
since the values of the false positives and false negatives of the confusion matrix will be same.
Table 4.7 above provides the individual macro averaged measures for each of the classification models. It can be seen that the boosted trees model on the whole has better recall and
precision scores for most of the classes.
Classification Method
k-NN
Bagged trees
Boosted trees

Accuracy
62.2 %
67.1 %
68.3 %

Error rate
37.8 %
32.9%
37.1 %

F scoremacro
59.04 %
63.83 %
65.26 %

F scoremicro
62.2 %
67.1 %
68.3 %

Table 4.5: Overall accuracy, error rates and f scores of the test dataset

Classification Method
k-NN
Bagged trees
Boosted trees

P recisionmicro
62.2 %
67.1 %
68.3 %

Recallmicro
62.2 %
67.1 %
68.3 %

P recisionmacro
58.35 %
63.27 %
64.82 %

Recallmacro
59.75 %
64.42 %
65.72 %

Table 4.6: Macro and micro averaged results of the test dataset
Table 4.7 shows the precision and recall of the individual classes that were identified based on
the classification models. It can be seen that for all the classification models the precision and
recall scores for the ULD in temperature control event has the highest scores when compare
to ULD build up, upload and release. One of the reasons for this good performance in all
classification models is that the constructed features were recognised correctly. Features such
as the lowest temperature, threshold variance and highest temperature are mostly within
limits of desired temperature range, making the classification task easier, whereas for other
events these features are above the desired ranges on larger numbers. The precision and recall
scores of individual classes for the ULD release event also performed better than ULD build
and upload. For the ULD release, features such as the gradient change, peak temperature
and lowest temperature combined together could have resulted in better classification as the
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Macroaveraging

Method

ULD
Build up

ULD Upload

ULD
release

Precision
Recall
Precision

k-NN
k-NN
Boosted
trees
Boosted
trees
Bagged
trees
Bagged
trees

37.5%
33.3 %
37.5%

47.1%
42.1 %
64.7%

66.7%
63.6%
71.4%

ULD in temperature control
82.1%
100 %
85.7%

42.9 %

47.8 %

83.3%

88.9 %

31.3%

64.7%

71.4%

85.7%

50 %

44 %

71.4%

92.3 %

Recall
Precision
Recall

Table 4.7: Macro averaging measures of individual classes
peaks temperatures observed generally in the ULD release event are higher than the rest of
the events. Also, one important reason for the accurate classification could be the positive
slope (gradient change feature) of the event. It can be seen from the temperature plots there
are is no temperature drop in the temperature profile for the ULD release event.
However, for the classification of the ULD upload and the ULD buildup there is higher misclassification amongs each other due to the possible similarity in the features. Since, for both
the events there are temperatures above the threshold value and also similar gradient changes,
which might have lead to the misclassification and hence the low scores of macro averaging
precision and accuracy.
The confusion matrices of all the three models in figures 4.8 and 4.9 gives a clear picture
of the misclassification discussed above. The events in the confusion matrices are called as
uld, upload, release and other (ULD in temperature control). From confusion matrices of the
three models we can clearly see that there is lesser misclassification of ULD in temperature
control class with the rest of the classes, possibly due to how the constructed features could
easily differentiate them from the rest of the classes as discussed earlier. However, there
was a higher misclassification between the class ULD build and ULD upload in all the three
models. The constructed features belonging to ULD build up and ULD upload class had
higher similarity leading to the high misclassification rate.
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(a) Confusion matrix of the k-nn classification model (b) Confusion matrix of the boosted trees classification
model

Figure 4.8: Confusion matrices of the classification models

Figure 4.9: Confusion matrix of the bagged trees classification model

Nevertheless, based on the macro averaging scores of individual classes and the confusion
metrics, we can clearly see that the ULD in temperature control and ULD release classes can
be clearly identified. The classification of the classes ULD upload and ULD build up perform
poorly in all the three models. However, when we want to decide on a classifier for identifying
events, we had indicated earlier that it is best to ranking the macro averaging measures as
they are the best metrics when we want to know the performance of the entire classifier.
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Model ranking
In the previous section we discussed about the different models that were used on the
constructed features and compared the performance of each other on how they classify the
individual classes. In this section we rank the models and identify the most suitable model,
so that it can be put in use for identification of events along the pharmaceutical shipment
process for the case study. In order to do so we tabulate the overall macro averaging scores
of the entire classifiers of all the classification models.
In the table above the macro averaging performance measures of the classification models are
Classification Method
k-NN
Bagged
Boosted

Accuracy
62.2 %
67.1 %
68.3 %

Error
37.8 %
32.9%
37.2%

Precision
58.35%
63.27%
64.82%

Recall
59.75 %
64.42%
65.72%

F-score
59.04 %
63.83 %
65.26 %

Table 4.8: Comparison of performance metrics for model ranking
listed and the best value for each of the metrics are highlighted. The higher scores of precision,
recall and f-score means that the entire classifier has a greater capability of identifying event
and the lower error rate means that there is lesser overall misclassification of classes by the
classifier. From table 4.8, it can be clearly seen that the boosted trees classification model
outperforms both k-NN and bagged trees method as all the performance metrics relating to
good classification, score higher and the misclassification metric of error rate was the lowest.
Also, from all the classification of events based on the confusion matrix, we saw that the
boosted trees model had a better identification of the events than k-nn and bagged trees.
Hence, we use the boosted trees model to identify events on the case study shipment. The
identified events from the case study shipment was used to determine the expected risk score.
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4.8

Identification of events along the pharmaceutical logistics
process and identifying risks

In this section we describe the performance of the chosen classification model in identifying
the events along the case study logistics trade lane and estimate the accuracy of the identification. These identified events will be the base for determining risks along the logistics
process and to categorize the risks based on the thermal impact which can be created on the
pharmaceutical shipment. The figure below is the results of the boosted trees classification
model in identifying the events. The identified events are described as coloured markers below
the temperature profile of the shipment. The results of this model is almost accurate. The
accuracy on the new data set from this classification model is 77%. The classification results
of this model will be used for the case study described in the next section on how a user can
understand the risk along the logistics trade lane.

Figure 4.10: Identification of events along a 2 - 8 C ◦ shipment based on the boosted tree
classification model of the actual dataset on a new shipment
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Development of an expected risk score from a logistics trade lane
The temperature excursions identified along each of the events have to be converted into
risk scores. The converted process will either be an indicator to the organisation or help them
prioritize risk events and take actions accordingly. However, it is necessary that we provide
a more concrete risk score which still relies on how events happened in the past and not just
based on a identified events based on the classification model. Hence, the risk score developed
based on the identified events will be an expected value or rather an expected risk score.
Expected value can be defined as the sum of values of a random variable with each value
multiplied by its probability of occurrence. In our case, we determine for each of the observed
events the probability of a risk being an insignificant risk, minor risk, major risk, or critical
risk. The probability of risk different exposure types are calculated for each of the events
from past data. The probabilities of all shipments are averaged together to get the overall
probability for each type of risk exposure in every event. In order to determine probabilities,
data recorded at each time instance is checked for the temperature category they belong to
and then determine their risk score(risk exposure index) type. Table 4.9 shows the temperature range category.
Based on the above range the probabilities of an occurrence of an insignificant risk(1), minor
Risk exposure index
Insignificant risk
Minor risk
Medium risk
Major risk
Critical risk

Value
1
2
3
4
5

Temperature range
0 - 2 C◦
3 - 5 C◦
5 - 7 C◦
8 - 10 C ◦
10 & above C ◦

Table 4.9: Temperature risk category to determine probabilities
risk(2) , medium risk(3) , major risk(4) or a critical risk(5) on every event type is calculated
for all the past shipments. For instance,

Chance of insignif icant risk =

N umber of data points in that event is in the range 0 − 2C ◦
T otal no. of data points in that event
(4.10)

Similarly, the probabilities of occurrence of different risk exposures for every event is calculated from the past 2 - 8 C ◦ shipments. Table 4.10 below shows the determined probabilities
from the past shipments. Once, the probabilities are known, using the formula below the
expected risk exposure index is computed. In simple terms, it is the product of the probability of an risk exposure index with the risk exposure index value. The product of the risk
exposure index value with its respective value is calculated to every event and the occurring
risk exposure index type.
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The expected risk exposure index is given by E(R)
E(R) =

4 X
5
X

(xe,i ∗ pe,i )

(4.11)

e=1 i=1

where, xi = risk score of the ith type
where, pi = probability of risk score for the ith type
where, pe,i = probability of risk score for the ith type in an event e
Event

Insignificant risk

Minor risk

ULD build up
ULD upload
ULD release
ULD in temperature control

0.269
0.317
0.0096
1

0.169
0.283
0.042
0

Medium
risk
0.137
0.0801
0
0

Major
risk
0.220
0.057
0.2580
0

Critical
risk
0.183
0.261
0.690
0

Table 4.10: Probabilities for the risk exposure index of past shipments

On the case study shipment, for each of the identified events the risk exposure type is
calculated from table 4.9 and the type of risk exposure occurring in that event is determined.
Then the above defined probabilities in table 4.10 will be used in formula 4.11 to determine
the expected risk exposure index for each of the events (e) identified in the logistics trade lane.
In other words for each of the events, the probabilities are multiplied to their risk exposure
value and are added together. The overall risk exposure index for the entire trade lane is
the average of the risk scores determined in each of the events. The expected risk score will
be calculated on the identified events of the Luxembourg-Mexico logistics trade lane. The
results of the expected risk exposure index of the Luxembourg-Mexico logistics trade lane is
tabulated in the case results in the next chapter.
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Case study
The risk exposure model for both the qualitative method and the data driven method has
been determined. The methods described in the previous sections was employed on a logistics trade lane carrying pharmaceutical shipments. The pharmaceutical trade lane between
Luxembourg and Mexico carrying 2 - 8 C ◦ pharmaceutical products of Pfizer is used to test
the developed risk exposure index method.

5.1

Qualitative risk exposure index

The qualitative risk exposure index begins by using the generic default score of the FMEA
process elements which was generated by supply chain expert panel based on risk factors and
failure modes identified in the initial stage of the qualitative method for the risk exposure
index. The initial default risk score of the FMEA process in table 3.2 will used to determine
the country specific FMEA elements.
Once the default FMEA score is generated, the next step in the method was to incorporate country specific information for different elements such as logistics performance index,
weather details, etc. The method mentioned in Chapter 3 is adopted to create country specific FMEA elements so that, they can be adopted for incorporating the supplier qualification
information. For instance, based on the logistics performance index, the default scores for
the handling process and delay risks are increased for Mexico and decreased for Luxembourg
as the infrastructure, logistics competence and timeliness of delivery for Mexico is way below
the default limits and correspondingly they are very good for Luxembourg. The reasons for
increase is based on the LPI scores, the facilities of Luxembourg are better than Mexico.
The tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the country specific FMEA elements. It can be noticed that
in the tables below the risk priority number has not been considered, mainly because in our
study we focus on developing a risk exposure index and the risk priority number only aims
at prioritizing risk events.
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Risk factor
Temperature exposure risk
Handling process risk
Equipment risk
Delay risk
Damage risk
Security risk

Occurrence
8
5
4
4
3
3

Severity
6
5
5
3
8
9

Detectability
7
7
7
4
3
2

Table 5.1: Generic default scores for elements of FMEA process for Mexico

Risk factor
Temperature exposure risk
Handling process risk
Equipment risk
Delay risk
Damage risk
Security risk

Occurrence
8
4
3
3
3
3

Severity
6
4
4
3
8
9

Detectability
7
7
7
4
3
2

Table 5.2: Generic default scores for elements of FMEA process for Luxembourg
The information from the supplier questionnaire to the risk score is of great importance,
as indicated in the literature review interviews and questionnaires are a good source for risk
assessment. Here the supplier qualification questionnaire results will be used to linearise the
default country specific FMEA scores. The supplier qualification questionnaire was sent to
relevant personnel in the pharmaceutical logistics industry to be filled. The questionnaire
results can be found in the appendix. Once the results for the questionnaire is available, they
are clustered together according to their risk factors and the average user based risk impact
is calculated and employed it to the default risk score. The questionnaire is sent for both
the origin and destination locations and the average user impact risk for both Luxembourg
and Mexico is calculated. The average user impact are employed for country specific FMEA
scores which are based on the the default FMEA elements table.
The final scores for occurrence, severity and detectability are calculated for both Luxembourg
and Mexico based on the averaged user impact scores for both the countries. The tables 5.3
and 5.4 show the final occurrence, severity and detectability scores for both the origin and
destination from which the final risk exposure index will be determined based on the risk
impact matrix.
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Risk factor
Temperature exposure risk
Handling process risk
Equipment risk
Delay risk
Damage risk
Security risk

Occurrence
9
6
6
4
3
1

Severity
7
5
6
3
8
8

Detectability
7
7
7
4
3
2

Table 5.3: Final scores for elements of FMEA process for Mexico

Risk factor
Temperature exposure risk
Handling process risk
Equipment risk
Delay risk
Damage risk
Security risk

Occurrence
8
2
3
1
1
1

Severity
6
3
4
2
7
9

Detectability
7
7
7
4
3
2

Table 5.4: Final scores for elements of FMEA process for Luxembourg
The final occurrence and severity measures for each of the locations are the important measures that will determine the final risk exposure index. The product of occurrence and severity
for each of the risk factors are calculated and checked in which range they belong in the risk
impact matrix and their corresponding risk exposure is determined. The figure 5.1 is the risk
impact matrix used to determine the risk exposure index for each of the risk factors for both
the origin and destination. The colours correspond to the risk exposure indicators described
in figure 3.7 in section 3.6, where green refers to least impact on the pharmaceutical product
and categorised as insignificant risk and red refers to the most risky event and categorised
as critical risk. The risk exposure index based on the occurrence and probability scores in
comparison to the risk impact matrix for the origin and destination are as shown in table 5.5.
Risk factor
Temperature exposure risk
Handling process risk
Equipment risk
Delay risk
Damage risk
Security risk

Mexico
5
3
4
2
3
1

Luxembourg
4
1
2
1
1
1

Table 5.5: Risk exposure index for every risk factor in the origin and destination of the trade
lane
The next step in the qualitative method for risk assessment is transforming the individual
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Figure 5.1: Risk Impact Matrix
risk exposure index for each of the risk factors into one complete risk exposure index for both
the individual locations. As mentioned before AHP will be used for risk factor weightage. In
this method a pairwise comparison of the risk factors was done by expert panels and using
the AHP method weightage was determined for each of the risk factors and determine the
final risk exposure for each of the locations. Table 3.7 in section 3.6 is the final weightage
for each of the risk factors identified using AHP method. The product of the individual risk
exposure and their corresponding weightage summed together for every risk factor will give
the overall risk exposure index for each location. The average of the individual risk exposure
index of Luxembourg and Mexico will give the overall risk exposure index for the pharmaceutical logistics trade lane Luxembourg - Mexico. Table 5.6 shows the final risk exposure
index for both the locations and the overall risk exposure index for the trade lane.
The overall risk exposure index described above is only based on the qualitative method
which corresponds to risks identified through supplier qualification questionnaire, logistics
performance index from the world bank and climatic average monthly data. Nevertheless,
the risk method described above can also be employed individually to determine risk exposure
index for other logistics trade lanes. The results in table 5.6 is the outcome of the qualitative
risk exposure method. The map in the next page pictorially shows the REI for both the origin
and the destination.
Risk exposure index of Mexico
Risk exposure index of Luxembourg
Overall risk exposure index of the logistics trade lane

3.57
2.36
2.96

Table 5.6: Total risk exposure index in the origin and destination of the trade lane
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Figure 5.2: The LUX-MEX pharmaceutical logistics trade lane

5.2

Data driven risk exposure index

The risk exposure index (REI) from the temperature sensor data is based on the identified
events along the entire logistics trade lane unlike the REI from the qualitative method where
REI was calculated separately for the origin and destination. The method begins by identifying events along the logistics trade lane using the classification model identified in the previous
chapter. The results in section 4.1.8 were the events identified on a 2 - 8 C ◦ pharmaceutical
products of Pfizer based on a classifier that was built using past 2 - 8 C ◦ pharmaceutical
shipments of Pfizer. The classification results of the boosted trees model is shown in section
4.1.8 were used to determine the expected risk score. The temperature profile and the corresponding duration for each of the identified events were gathered to determine the REI.
The expected risk exposure index is calculated using the formula 4.11. The probability of
risk types for all the events was gathered from the past shipments and were multiplied to
their corresponding risk type for each event type. The table 5.7 below shows the expected
risk exposure index for each of the event and the overall expected risk exposure index for the
logistics trade lane. The overall expected risk exposure index is the average of the expected
risk exposure indexes of the 4 events. The determined risk exposure method was validated
by the experts in the pharmaceutical industry. However, further research is required to compare the risk score with the actual outcome on a completed shipment. The REI from both
the qualitative as well as data driven method can be interpreted together as an overall risk
exposure index, where the user can determine the weightage for each of the REI. The user
has the chance to toggle around to decide the overall risk score from a qualitative perspective
to a data driven perspective.
Event
ULD build up
ULD upload
ULD in temperature control
ULD released to destination
Overall risk exposure index of the logistics trade lane

Risk exposure index
2.80
1.12
1.0
4.50
2.35

Table 5.7: Data driven risk exposure index for every event and overall REI of the trade lane
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Conclusions and recommendations
6.1

Main conclusions

It was evident from the literature review that there was a need of an risk exposure index
specifically for the pharmaceutical logistics industry. In this research an holistic strategic approach was adopted to determine a risk exposure method to determine risk exposure indexes.
The main concern in the pharmaceutical logistics industry was maintaining the thermal stability of the product and there was a need of identifying risks associated to the thermal integrity
of the pharmaceutical shipment. This research effectively worked in defining this scope and
developing the risk exposure index that mainly concerns the thermal stability of the shipment.
The research proceeds by understanding the actual process carried out by the stakeholders of
the pharmaceutical industry and identifying their needs in order to be incorporated into the
developed method.
In this research we provided a two staged risk exposure index. Starting with the qualitative method which adopts FMEA method, a more qualitative deterministic risk assessment
model that identifies risk based on literature research and collecting inputs for the risk exposure index method based on questionnaires. The quantified risk factors are provided with
a weightage based on a multi criteria decision making method-AHP and the overall risk exposure index is determined. For a more quantitative and dynamic risk exposure index, we
provided a data driven risk exposure index. The data driven method is based on pattern recognition of shipment temperature sensor data. The method begins by determining features
that help in identifying patterns that correspond to a particular event in the logistics process,
followed by classifying events using data mining methods. Risk scores are extracted from
the identified events and transformed into a risk exposure index. Both the qualitative and
quantitative methods provides an risk exposure index on a scale of 1-5 and each risk exposure
index being a risk indicator highlights the possible impact on the shipment and hints possible
actions that need to be considered in the future.
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6.2

Answers to research questions

The conclusion of the results ends with the answers to the research questions presented in
section 1.4
Q0 : How to develop a risk exposure index model that considers both risk associated with supplier quality and process related risks?
To develop the risk exposure index we used a two staged research, where qualitative information of supplier quality and their process were converted into a REI based on the qualitative
method and quantitative inputs were considered to develop a REI based on a data driven
method.
Q1 : Which scientific risk model and risk weightage methods from the literature
are applicable for risk assessment of pharmaceutical logistics?
A literature review to identifying risk factors and risk assessment methods was carried out.
We identified interviews and questionnaires can be a form of method to serve as an input
for determine a risk score model/REI. To highlight, the systematic approach of Elamrani et
al. (2016), where risks can be identified by methods which are often more associated with
contact with people, such as interviews, brainstorming, benchmarking, etc. and Delphi technique was used to derive consensus from expert individuals (Hsu & Sandford, 2007). Also,
AHP method adapted from Enyinda et al. (2009) was used as a risk factor weightage method,
which will be a replacement to the current method of averaging the risk factors followed in
the pharmaceutical logistics industry.
Q2: How can the supplier qualification questionnaire and temperature sensor
data be used in the risk assessment of the pharmaceutical trade lane?
The supplier qualification questionnaire was used as an input for the qualitative model along
with other sources such as the logistics performance index to generate the risk exposure
method based on FMEA methodology. Whereas, the sensor data was used to explore the
possibility of using data mining techniques to determine risk exposure method on logistics
trade lanes. The goal of the data mining approach was to identify events based on classification model and transform the identified events into risk scores.
Q3 : How can the design be implemented in practice in a pharmaceutical trade
lane, specifically for a high risk trade lane?
The implementation of the suggested methods were tested on a case study, where a logistics
trade lane was chosen and the developed methods of REI was tested.
Q4: Does the risk exposure model consider all associated risks along the trade
lane and meet the regulatory standards and industry standards ?
The quality and the standard of the model was reviewed by the experts from the pharmaceutical logistics industry. The verification of the risk factors was based on the quality standards
such as GDP guidelines (2013) and techical guidelines of the parenteral drug association of
the pharmaceutical industry.
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6.3

Limitations and future recommendations

In this section we explain the limitations that was observed during this research and how we
want to overcome such issues and provide recommendations for future research.

6.3.1

Limitations of this research

Data Quantity
Quantity of data in this research to test the possibility of using data mining techniques
for determining risk exposure index in this research was very limited. We only had the opportunity of working with less than 15 shipment data to determine REI. The initial data set was
20 shipments however, there were few shipments that were eliminated from the dataset as
errors in the temperature sensors did not record temperature profiles of the entire shipment
or there were false excursions due to failure of the temperature monitoring sensors. Also, it
was evident in the research that, just the temperature sensor data was not enough to improve
the accuracy of identifying the events. More variables or features will add more accuracy in
classifying the events. Few more variables such as geo-tagging of shipments will be a valuable
source of information and will help in identifying actions that correspond to excursions and
associated activity. Additional features will help in classifying the events and temperature
excursions to respective risk factors. For instance, an excursion during the shipment process
can be easily categorised as either an ambient temperature exposure event or an handling
process risk event.
Size of the expert panel
One of the main limitations in this research is the size of the expert panel. The size of
the expert panel for the semi structured Delphi process was limited to 4 experts from the
pharmaceutical supply chain industry due to limited duration and difficulty in gathering all
other members within the limited duration. The size of the expert panel for the Delphi technique can range from 4 - 3000 members, however the minimum must be 4 expert members
(Thangaratinam & Redman, 2005). Though in our case the size of the expert panel is 4, within
the minimum limits. However a consensus from higher number of people will reduce the bias
and improve the quality of the information gathered to determines the scores. Nevertheless,
In our case, to overcome the limitation of the size of the expert panel, we determine qualitative risk exposure method with also inputs from specific pharmaceutical standards such as
GDP guidelines and technical reports of PDA. Moreover, the determined qualitative method
in this study is to refine the process of an already existing method, which was determined
based on pharmaceutical standards and implemented by IATA certified organisations.
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6.3.2

Limitations of the models

Qualitative model
The qualitative model developed for risk exposure method follows an systematic approach
to generate consensus through interviews and brainstorming as mentioned in Hsu and Sandford (2007). The information collected in the semi structured Delphi technique used to generate global FMEA scores and the risk score weights involved a panel of only four members
from the pharmaceutical industry. Although according to (Thangaratinam & Redman, 2005)
a size of 4 members is sufficient, this expert panel size was sufficient for this case study. However, a larger panel size from all over the world is needed to gather consensus for determine
overall global scores and risk weights. This reduced size makes the model less reliable when we
want to extend the scope of using the qualitative model over other trade lanes across the globe.
Data driven model
The data driven model which followed the CRISP-DM methodology was used to identify
events along the logistics trade lanes and determine risk scores in those events. The overall
data mining goal of identifying events was achieved. However, the feature selection stage of
the current model can be improved by using a more advanced feature selection technique to
select best features from the constructed features which could have led to improved accuracy
of identifying events. The limitation of the current method is using k-NN as the classifier
in the feature selection accuracy and selecting features based on its accuracy. Other limitation that led to higher misclassification of events from the training models were the current
constructed features. However, there are possible improvements to make the identification of
events more accurate. From a business perspective point of view, a more accurate identification can help managers make decisions on improvement actions on corresponding risk events.
More advanced features highlighting the sequence of events in the logistics trade lane would
reduce misclassification of events. From the identified events, we see that after is identified as
ULD buildup, the next identified is ULD upload. This misclassification reduces the quality
of usability of the model in an business perspective, However, improved features on sequence
of events could reduce this misclassification rate.
Managerial implications of the combined models
The qualitative model and the data driven model developed provide good insights for the
application by the organisation. The qualitative model to be precise can be adopted in the
platform Validaide is been working on for supplier qualification and risk assessment. The
qualitative model with additional consent from a larger expert group will have a great value
in identifying supplier quality risks and will help manager take decisions on improvement tasks
on those risk factors that have an higher score comparatively. Through the available shared
database from the supplier qualification questionnaires, pharmaceutical shippers can contact
freight forwarders and handling agents to improve their quality on those critical or major risk
factor areas. On the other hand, the current data driven model can be used by shippers to
identify risk scores on 2 - 8 C ◦ pharmaceutical shipments and use it in future to determine
plan of actions. However, with improved features the identification of events could be better
and the risk scores identified in the events can be linked to corresponding risk factors. For
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example, an excursion in ULD upload can be linked to a temperature exposure risk or an
excursion during ULD buildup can be linked to equipment risk. This extended version can
help in make precise improvement decisions on risk mitigation plans by the pharmaceutical
shippers. Hence, both the models with improvements can be compared together allowing the
user to determine weights for each of them and get an overall risk score for the logistics trade
lane.

6.3.3

Future Research

Feature construction
As stated before, the features extracted were only from the temperature domain. The
constructed features worked very good in identifying events of ULD release and ULD in
temperature control. However, for the events ULD build and ULD upload there was high
misclassification among each other due to their similarity in how data points were observed.
Hence, new features can improve the accuracy of identifying events. For instance, features
that can determine the state of an event will improve the quality of classification of events.
Since, the process of events in the pharmaceutical shipments is a sequential one, a feature
that identifies the occurrence of an event, can lead to better classification of the data points,
leading to more accurate expected risk scores. The other advantage of constructing improved
features corresponding to completion of an event can lead to linking risks identified in the
events to the risk factors identified in the qualitative risk exposure method.
Extending expert panel with members from other stakeholders
In the project, the developed method was validated from the freight forwarders and Validaide. Research is needed on how we can incorporate more stakeholders into the expert panel
and generate a more effective process to generate consensus for the qualitative risk exposure
method. Also, extending expert panel to other stakeholders will lead to more possibilities of
suggestions and improvement opportunities to the method adopted. The chance of improving the size of features can also be improved by pooling all the data sources from different
stakeholders.
Validation of the risk score on a actual completed shipment
The research in this case, for the data driven risk exposure method was validated by
experts in the industry. However, to make the validation more precise, the risk score from
the model can be compared with actual events of an ongoing shipment. The correctness of
the risk score can be checked based on the error from the actual and the expected risk score
indicator.
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Appendix

Figure 7.1: Example of the milestones recorded on a 2- 8 Shipment

Risk factor
Temperature exposure risk
Handling process risk
Equipment risk
Delay risk
Damage risk
Security risk
Weightage for user based risk impact score

Occurrence
8
5
4
3
3
2
1.5

Severity
5
5
5
3
8
9
0.45

Detectability
7
7
7
4
3
2
1

Table 7.1: Generic default scores for elements of FMEA process semi structure Delphi method:
Round 1 and weightage for user based score
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Risk factor
Temperature exposure risk
Handling process risk
Equipment risk
Delay risk
Damage risk
Security risk
Weightage for user based risk impact score

Occurrence
7
5
4
4
3
3
0.5

Severity
5
5
5
3
8
9
0.4

Detectability
7
7
7
4
3
2
0.1

Table 7.2: Generic default scores for elements of FMEA process of semi structured Delphi
method: Round 2 and weightage for user based score

Temperature exposure risk
Country specific score
User based score
Final score

Occurrence
8
0.90
9

Severity
6
0.72
7

Detectability
7
0.18
7

Table 7.3: Final scores of FMEA calculation for ambient exposure risk for Mexico
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Figure 7.2: FMEA scale Source:Statstuff.com
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1. Standard Capabilities Checklist – General GDP Qualification
Certifications
Question
1.1.1 Do you have ISO 9001 certification?
1.1.2 Do you have GDP certification?

Possible
Answers
Yes/No
Yes/No

Possible file
upload?
Yes
Yes

1.1.3 Do you have IATA CEIV Certification?

Yes/No

Yes

1.1.4 Do you have TAPA A Certification?

Yes/No

Yes

Quality and Risk Management
Question
1.2.1 Is there a Quality Management System in place?
1.2.2 Is there a CAPA procedure in place to follow-up on quality
incidents and deviations?
1.2.3 Are incidents and deviations (e.g. temperature excursions,
damages) reported to the contract giver?
1.2.4 Are documented SOPs in place for all operations related to
pharmaceutical products?
1.2.5 Have a performed and documented a risk assessment to
assess Critical Control Points in your operational
processes?
1.2.6 Is there a procedure in place for self-audits in which the
results of self-audits are documented and monitored?

Possible
Answers
Yes/No
Yes/No

IATA CEIV
2.2.1
2.2.8

Yes/No

Yes/No

5.1.2

Yes/No

7.1.1

Yes/No

10.1

Possible
Answers
Yes/No

IATA CEIV

Personnel and Training
Question
1.3.1 Is there a person with the specific responsibility and the
appropriate authority to deal with pharmaceuticals related
quality issues within the company?
1.3.2 Is there a specific training program for all relevant staff in
IATA Pharma CEIV or GDP Guidelines?

3.2.1
Yes/No

4.1

Figure 7.3: Supplier Qualification questionnaire
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Supplier Management
Question

Possible
Answers
Yes/No

IATA CEIV

Yes/No

9.2

1.4.3 Do you audit all your relevant suppliers?

Yes/No

9.4

1.4.4 Is there a risk analysis performed to define the frequency
of the audits of the relevant suppliers?

Yes/No

9.5

1.4.5 Do you monitor the performance of relevant suppliers
against predefined Key Performance Indicators?

Yes/No

9.6

Possible
Answers
Yes/No
Yes/No

IATA CEIV

Yes/No

6.1.1

Yes/No

5.2.2.

Yes/No

5.2.3

Possible
Answers
Yes/No

IATA CEIV

1.4.1 Are quality agreements in place with all relevant suppliers
that reflect the GDP principles?
1.4.2 Do you check if your suppliers are GDP / CEIV Pharma
compliant?

9.1

1. Standard Capabilities Checklist - Locations
Location Hygiene
Question
2.2.1 Is there a Hygiene, Safety and Environment (HSE) policy?
2.2.2 Is there a policy concerning food, drinks and smoking
inside the location?
2.2.3 Is there a written cleaning program in place for all areas
where pharmaceutical products are handled?
2.2.4 Are there records for cleaning activities available?
2.2.5 Are cleaning equipment and agents chosen to avoid
contamination of products, for example with ammoniafree agents?

3.1.1
6.1.24

Location Security
Question
2.3.1 Has the location implemented security measures to
control access of unauthorized persons?
2.3.2 Does the location have a CCTV system with 24/7
monitoring?
2.3.3 Does the location perform background checks on new
staff?

6.1.12

Yes/No
Yes/No

Figure 7.4: Supplier Qualification questionnaire
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Cargo Security
Question
2.4.1 Does the location have X-ray equipment?
2.4.2 Does the location have an explosion detection unit?
2.4.3 Does the location use sniffing dogs?

Possible
Answers
Yes/No
Yes/No

IATA CEIV

Yes/No

Temperature-Controlled Storage and Monitoring
2.5.1 Do you have a temperature monitoring system
in place for all storage areas of pharmaceutical
products?
2.5.2 Is there a procedure for the calibration of
sensors used for monitoring and handling of
pharmaceutical products?

Yes / No

6.4.2

Yes/No

6.6.1, 6.6.2

2.5.3 Have you conducted a thermal mapping during
extreme seasons (e.g. summer and winter) for
all storage areas where pharmaceutical
products are placed?
2.5.4 Has the implementation of the temperature
monitoring system been based on the results
of the temperature mapping?
2.5.5 Is there an operating procedure in place for
24/7 follow-up on temperature excursions in
storage areas for pharmaceutical products?
2.5.6 Is there a process in place to ensure that
pharmaceutical products are properly
segregated from other product categories such
as perishables at all times during storage in the
location?
2.5.7 Is there a procedure and a maintenance
contract available for the preventive
maintenance of heating/cooling devices?

Yes/No

6.3.1

Yes/No

6.3.7

Yes/No

5.2.5

2.5.8 Is there a warehouse Freezer for storage of
pharmaceutical products at -10°C or colder ?

Yes/No

7.4.2

2.5.9 What is the total storage area (in m2) in the
Location for storage of pharmaceutical
products at -10°C or colder?

Number (0-99999)

2.5.10 Is it possible to store ULD’s (Unit Load Devices)
in the Freezer?

Yes/No/Not applicable

Yes/No

Yes/No

Figure 7.5: Supplier Qualification questionnaire
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2.5.11 Is there a warehouse Cold Room for storage of
pharmaceutical products between +2°C and
+8°C?

Yes/No

7.4.3

2.5.12 What is the total storage area (in m2) in the
Location for storage of pharmaceutical
products between +2°C and +8°C??

Number (0-99999)

2.5.13 Is it possible to store ULD’s (Unit Load Devices)
in a Cold Room between +2°C and +8°C?

Yes/No/Not applicable

2.5.14 Is there a warehouse storage area for
pharmaceutical products at Controlled Room
Temperature between +15°C to +25°C?

Yes/No

2.5.15 What is the total storage area (in m2) in the
Location for storage of pharmaceutical
products at Controlled Room Temperature
between +15°C and +25°C?

Number (0-99999)

2.5.16 Is it possible to store ULD’s (Unit Load Devices)
in Controlled Room Temperature between
+15°C and +25°C?

Yes/No/Not applicable

7.4.4

Services and Equipment
Question
2.6.1 Please indicate the types of containers that can be
handled in the location

Possible Answers

IATA CEIV

2.6.2 Does the location have plug-ins for active containers?

Yes/No

2.6.4 Is the location a Qualified Envirotainer Provider (QEP)?

Yes/No

2.6.5 Does the location have re-ice capabilities for dry-ice
shipments and/or containers containing dry ice?
2.6.6 Does the location have capabilities for battery
replacement?

Yes/No

7.5.1

Yes/No

7.5.1

2.6.7 Do you have the slave pallets, dollies and dollie trains
available in the Location?

-

Envirotainer
CSafe
Dokash
Va-Q-teq
Skycell

No
Yes, inside
facility
Yes, for
ramp side
operations

Figure 7.6: Supplier Qualification questionnaire
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Figure 7.7: Logistics performance index, reprinted from lpi.worldbank.org
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Figure 7.8: Logistics performance index, reprinted from lpi.worldbank.org
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Figure 7.9: The answers for the corresponding questions of the questionnaire and the updated
user based risk score based on the answers
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Figure 7.10: The answers for the corresponding questions of the questionnaire and the updated
user based risk score based on the answers
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Figure 7.11: The answers for the corresponding questions of the questionnaire and the updated
user based risk score based on the answers
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Figure 7.12: The averaged user risks for each of the risk factors for both Mexico and Luxembourg

Figure 7.13: Risk mapping of the supplier qualification questionnaires to their respective risk
factors
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Figure 7.14: The average climate data of Mexico and Luxembourg
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